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ABSTRACT
This master research engages with investigating three major questions in regard to
understanding the total solar eclipse event participation. First, is to create a general
profile of eclipse event visitors, using those people who attended the 2008 total solar
eclipse event in Jiayuguan region, China as a sample. Second, is to identify visitors’
underlying motivation dimensions for attending an eclipse event. Third, is to examine
eclipse visitors’ satisfaction level and their repeat-visiting intention after the event
participation. In general, eclipse visitors were most likely to be upper middle-aged,
male travelers, who have a higher educational degree, and with a higher responsible
personality. Attending the event with other travelers appeared as a very important
behavior for those eclipse visitors. Furthermore, four factors have emerged as to
represent eclipse motivation dimensions. They are Cultural Novelty, Eclipse
Socialization, Escape and Exploration, and Family Togetherness. Finally, most of
visitors were satisfied with their experiences at the 2008 TSE event and felt especially
satisfied with the unique experience and atmosphere of the event. Visitors, moreover,
showed a high intention to re-visit another eclipse event but a low intention of
returning to the same event destination.
Key words: Motivation, Satisfaction, Events, Festivals, Eclipse

Kurzdarstellung
Diese Master-Abschlussarbeit beschäftigt sich mit dem Teilnahmeverhalten an einem
Sonnenfinsternis-Event. Dazu wurden die Teilnehmer der Sonnenfinsternis 2008 in
der Jiayuguan-Region, China, als Modelgruppe zur Datenerhebung genutzt. Drei
Hauptfragestellungen wurde nachgegangen. Erstens sollte ein generelles Profil von
Teilnehmern einer Sonnenfinsternis angefertigt werden. Zweitens sollten die
verschiedenen Motivationen zur Teilnehme an einem Sonnenfinsternis-Ereignis
charakterisiert werden. Drittens sollte die Zufriedenheit und die Absicht an einer
erneuten Teilnahme an einem Sonnenfinsternis-Event unter den Reisenden
festgestellt werden. In der Mehrheit handelte es sich bei den Event-Teilnehmern um
männliche Personen reiferen Alters, die größtenteils einen höheren
Bildungsabschluss aufwiesen und sich selbst als verantwortungsvolle Menschen
einschätzten.
Außerdem
konnte
festgestellt
werden,
dass
die
Sonnenfinsternis-Teilnehmer vorwiegend in Begleitung reisten. Es stellte sich heraus,
dass die Motivation der Teilnehmer sich auf vier verschiedene Dimensionen verteilte:
1. die kulturelle Neuartigkeit ("Cultural Novelty"), 2. die sozialen Wechselwirkungen
mit anderen Sonnenfinsternis-Teilnehmern (" Eclipse Socialization"), 3. Alltagsflucht
und Erkundungsdrang ("Escape and Exploration") sowie 4. Familien-Beisammensein
("Family Togetherness"). Die Mehrheit der Teilnehmer äußerte sich zufrieden mit den
Erlebnissen während des TSE 2008 und hob besonders die Einzigartigkeit des
Erlebnisses und die Atmosphäre während des Events hervor. Die Teilnehmer
bekundeten hohes Interesse an einer wiederholten Teilnahme an einem
Sonnenfinsternis-Event jedoch nur eine geringe Absicht an einem nochmaligen
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Besuch der bereisten Jiayuguan-Region.
Key words: Motivation, Satisfaction, Events, Festivals, Eclipse

论文摘要
此篇硕士论文主要就有关于参与日全食观测活动的三个方面进行研究。首先，是
通过以参加 2008 年在嘉峪关地区举办的日全食观测活动的旅游者为研究对象，
对日全食观测者的主要特征进行概述。第二，定义其参与日全食观测活动的主要
潜在动机的方向。第三，衡量日全食观测者在活动参与后的满意度及再次参与此
活动的意愿。总的来说，日全食观测者的年龄结构倾向于为中年或中年偏上，男
性居多，拥有较高的教育程度且显现出拥有较负责任的性格特征。此外，与他人
一起观测，表现成为一种重要的活动参与方式。四个潜在的活动参与动机表现为：
文化新奇性 (Cultural Novelty)、日全食社交 (Eclipse Socialization)、个人解脱
与探索 (Escape and Exploration)及家庭归属感 (Family Togetherness)。最后，
绝大多数观测者对其参与 2008 年在嘉峪关地区的日全食观测活动表示满意，并
且对参加此次活动的特殊经历及活动氛围表现出了突出的满意。此外，日全食观
测者表达了比较强烈的再次参与日全食观测活动的意愿，但比较弱的意愿回到此
次活动的举办地再次参观。
关键词：旅游动机、旅游满意度、大型活动参与、旅游节、日全食观测
关键词
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PREFACE
An almost one year of working on this master thesis has made me learned a lot of
things not only about the topic that I am going to discuss in the following 80 pages, but
something more general about how to conduct a social scientific research, which may
allow me to understand the world better. It is the moment which made me felt the
weight of “science” in truth, when I realized that the words of my research would really
matter somebody’s perspective in regard to what they have done or what they are
going to do in life. For me, it is always interesting to try to understand a specific group
of people, whose activities and behaviors may be described by normal others as funny,
crazy, or even strange. Honestly, I was also one of those “normals”, before I really
started to push the door and look through what is going on inside there. Finally now I
got something to tell you about them, those who follow the black Sun to no matter
where, and call themselves as “eclipse chasers”.
I would also use some words to give my sincere thanks to all the people who helped
me throughout the process of conducting this research. First of all, I would thank my
supervisor, Mr. Maarten Jacobs for his always gentle but critical advices and also for
his kindly respect and understanding towards my personal schedule. Secondly, I
would thank Mr. Federico Avellan Borgmeyer, the managing director of Eclipse-City.
Without his always generous support and instruction, a successful fulfillment of this
research project would not come so smoothly today. I would also like to say thank you
to my parents in China, who have financed my 2 years study in Wageningen
University. This 2 years separation has made their single son to really appreciate their
love and the feeling of being a family together. Furthermore, I would thank my girl
friend Melanie, for her all the time personal support and understanding. Thank her
also for the helps on editing some parts of the research for the German language use.
Thank Mr. Sascha Haun for his very professional assists on dealing with factor
analysis and SPSS, and thank Ms. Sara Fitzpatrick for spending her time on reading
my thesis. Last but not the least; I would like to thank all the other friends and families
who I have not mentioned here, for their loves and supports.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Special event and festival participation has been recognized as an indispensable part
of the leisure activity and tourism market since several decades. Each month,
international organizations, local municipalities, and even local communities are
holding hundreds of special events and festivals with various themes and definitions
in different locations all over the world. These special events and festivals, for
example, the Summer Olympic Games, will attract more than one million international
visitors to the event destination within a limited time of period, and generate enormous
media concentration and local tourism development. However, not always identified
as a mega attraction, some special events with relatively small scales and less
popularity contain significant themes and unique contents. They can attract numerous
individuals to participate. The total solar eclipse observation is one of the very special
events with a strong and unique astronomical attraction, then has been
consistently considered as a major event to attend for a specific group of individuals
(Eclipse-city, 2007). Every time a total solar eclipse occurs, numerous eclipse
enthusiasts go regardless of their location, so they can have the best observation
quality and enjoy the experience in the local environment. As Masse and
Beaumont-Kerridge (1995) together vividly defined, a total solar eclipse observation
is,
“An event that has fascinated people through the ages because of its
association with forces affecting our environment and our psyche that seem
beyond the power of humankind. Temporary, celestial event, visible to the
naked eye, animated the night and sometimes the daytime sky, and… created
an ‘otherworld’ for virtually all cultural groups (which)…together played a critical
role in the artistic, intellectual, and political development of early civilizations”
(463).
And as another eclipse observer described,
“There is nothing in nature to rival the glory of a total eclipse of the Sun. No
written description, no photograph, can do it justice” (Moore, 1999).
On the day of the 1st, August 2008, a total solar occurred again after an almost two
years break since 2006. The shadow of the eclipse covered a specific long path cross
the Earth, and lasted visible for a period of more than one minute and 50 seconds. For
example, the northwest part of China in Gobi desert was one of the favorite locations
where international observers and local people could luckily witness this unique
astronomical phenomenon with their own eyes. In total around more than two
thousand international visitors and incalculable numbers of local residents observed
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the total solar eclipse in this region. Several events were organized by both
international companies and local municipalities closely around the eclipse period.

1.1 Eclipse in Practice and History
As each special event has to have its own theme and definition to distinguish itself
from others, the main attraction of an eclipse event can be obviously identified as the
observation of the total solar eclipse phenomenon. A total solar eclipse is an unusual
astronomical phenomenon that occurs when the Moon moves between the Sun and
the Earth, and fully blocking our view of the Sun. This happens because of a heavenly
coincidence, as Williams and Irwin (2006) together demonstrated, “the Sun and the
Moon, when viewed from the Earth, appear to be the same size”. In reality, the size of
the Sun is 400 times that of the Moon, but coincidently, the Sun is also just 400 times
further away than the Moon from the Earth. Every time the Moon centrally passes in
front of the Sun, from the Earth we either see an annular or a total eclipse. The Saros
cycle, discovered by the Chaldeans possibly as early as 400 BC found that eclipses
follow an 18-year cycle. This rare occasion happens because of the Moon’s position
in its orbit around the Earth and the Earth’s position in its orbit around the Sun. This
positional relationship between the Sun, the Moon, and the Earth can be
demonstrated in Figure1.1,

Figure 1.1: Geometry of a Total Solar Eclipse
Source: Wikipedia, 2008
As a unique phenomenon, eclipses have been documented longer as than any
special astronomical event in the human history. As recorded in some astronomical
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literatures, one of the oldest known eclipse tales comes from China. As early as 2650
BC, some astrologers started to write about astronomy with their “sophisticated”
astronomical buildings. Observing total solar eclipses was considered as a major
element of forecasting the future health and successes of the Emperor, and
astrologers were left with the onerous task of trying to anticipate when these events
might occur. All ancient civilizations such as Chinese, Egyptians and the Babylonians
never stopped trying to trace and predict eclipses by different astronomical and
mathematical methods. In the 4th century BC, some Chaldeans made the
breakthrough examining past records to look for repeating cycles: eclipse prediction
had begun (Williams and Irwin, 2006). Besides the prediction and observation by
astronomers and astrologers, common people have also never lost their passions to
witness this mysterious phenomenon and create their own folk tales. However, eclipse
observation is no longer an event that is only visible for people who live in the places
where the path of an eclipse just passes. Nowadays more and more ellipse
enthusiasts travel to the best locations for observing a total solar eclipse even though
some places are very far away from their host destinations. For those people,
observing a total solar eclipse is not only an activity occurred by pure coincidence, but
as an important leisure activity stimulated by specific motives. Thus, an eclipse event
market is clearly witnessed in the international tourism industry.

1.2 Problem Statement
As total solar eclipse observation has become an increasingly important event for the
international tourism market, the consideration to include eclipse observation as an
independent event type in tourism and event studies turns to be rational. Especially, to
understand the significant motives for visiting an eclipse event, and to evaluate
eclipse visitors’ satisfaction after their participation become two important inputs to the
event research community. Since several decades, many scholars have paid much
attention on event and festival studies, and especially on the understanding of visiting
motives of event tourists. Started from the western society, most of the scholars (Ross
and Iso-Ahola, 1991; Saleh and Ryan, 1992; Crompton and McKay, 1997; Nicholson
and Pearce, 2001; Weiler et al., 2004) have used a method that consists of numbers
of motivational statements, in order to identify the significant motivational factors for
attending a special event. According to different event themes, the importance and
composition of each factor has also differed from one event to another. Nevertheless,
several motivational factors have been occurred consistently and can be concluded
as important for general event motivation. These factors include Cultural Exploration,
Novelty / Regression (or event attraction), Recover Equilibrium (or rest and relaxation
/ escape), Known-group Socialization, External Interaction / Socialization, and Family
Togetherness (Crompton and McKay, 1997 and Weiler et al., 2004). In response to
the empty research on eclipse event and eclipse observers, whether these general
event motivation factors are again significant for visiting an eclipse event becomes a
primary research question to be clarified. Furthermore, to constitute a general profile
of the eclipse event visitors, and to establish relations among their visiting motives,
satisfaction level, and re-visiting intention appeared significantly important in this study.
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Finally, even though event motivation study has been already conducted in several
Asian countries (Lee, 1999; Chang, 2004; Schofield and Thompson, 2007), this
master research, will extend this study into China, where tourist motivation study,
indeed event motivation study is specially lacking.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Event and Festival Tourism Research
Event and festival tourism has been well-recognized and documented as an
independent tourism model in the tourism industry and research community only since
few decades ago. Being regarded as a significant attraction to generate tourism
motivation and traveling activities, special event tourism however has been arbitrarily
studied by many scholars as one homogeneous concept, and without a clear and
discriminative definition of each particular characteristic. A lack of good definition of
special events in the early study stage will possibly generate confusion when a
concrete theoretical framework needs to be constituted. Although this master study is
focusing on to understand motives and satisfaction for attending a special event such
as an eclipse observation, the first stage of this study has to start from defining special
events and event attraction in general. After the general definition, the position of an
eclipse event within the general event study category will be identified.
As being regarded as one of the fundamental contributions from the previous event
studies, Getz’s (2005) typology of planned events is referred to here, in order to
present a classification of special events in regard to different event components. This
typology was initially designed by Getz in 1997, and slightly amended by him when
published again in 2005 (see Figure 2.1).

CULTURAL
CELEBRATIONS
-festivals
-carnivals
-commemorations
-religious events
POLITICAL AND
STATE
-summits
-royal occasions
-political events
-VIP visits
ARTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
-concerts
-award ceremonies

BUSINESS AND
TRADE
-meetings,
conventions
-consumer and
trade shows
-fairs, markets
EDUCATIONAL
AND
SCIENTIFIC
-conferences
-seminars
-clinics

SPORT
COMPETITION
-amateur/professional
-spectator/participant
RECREATIONAL
-sport or games
for fun

PRIVATE
EVENTS
-weddings
-parties
-socials

Figure 2.1: Typology of Planned Events (Getz, 2005)
This typology classifies planned events into several types primarily according to their
different event purposes and themes. With this classification, some events are
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organized for public celebrations, for example, as ‘community festival’ which primarily
contains a large variety in its programming and aims to foster civic pride and cohesion,
while others are planned in purpose of competition, fun, entertainment, business or
socializing (Getz, 2007).
However, as Getz himself also noticed very early about his typology, “the universe of
events is amazingly diverse, and any classification is bound to be incomplete” (1997:
6). It is always difficult to apply one general typology to cover every kind of event.
When attempting to position the event of a total solar eclipse observation into Getz’s
(2005) classification, a difficulty of universal application suddenly appeared. First, to
identify eclipse events only as one form of Cultural Celebration was considered invalid,
even though the indispensable cultural identity of eclipse events has been certainly
recognized in this study. The cultural meaning that includes arts, shows, food and
drinks, music, history, legends, local traditions and many other things as being called
“culture”, usually appear in a special event as the core component or one of the main
attractions. Indeed, the cultural identity of an event usually is distinctively labeled as
the meaning that why a special event is organized or why a festival is created (In
some cases, as be preserved from the ancient human history). Even with a strong
focus on the total solar eclipse observation, the success of an eclipse event will hardly
occur independently without any support from its surrounding cultural environment.
This cultural environment can derive from not only the fantastic history of the total
solar eclipse, but also the specific cultural and physical surrounding of an observation
location. The important cultural identity for special events has been also emphasized
in several previous cultural event studies. For example, an event held at a heritage
site for presenting local historical re-enactments in south Wales (Light, 1996); the
Fiesta festival which displaying and honoring the local Mexican-American cultural
tradition in San Antonio, USA (Crompton and McKay, 1997); the Winter Wine Festival
on the Mornington Peninsula in Victoria, Australia which occurs annually as being
identified as a famous wine resort and within a relatively undeveloped agricultural
environment (Weiler et al., 2004), and the Rukai local festival in Taiwan, China which
represents the aboriginal Taiwanese cultural ingredients (Chang, 2005).
Nevertheless, due to the very specific astronomical orientation of eclipse events that
is significantly different from general cultural events, it will be arbitrary to simply
position the eclipse events into Getz’s (2005) identification of Cultural Celebrations
without considering eclipse events’ particular characteristics. Firstly, it is very obvious
to note that there are still other important characteristics of eclipse events that are not
covered in the definition of Cultural Celebrations in Getz’s (2005) typology. The
reason that the total solar eclipse as a pure natural phenomenon has developed to
become a unique and spectacular event to witness originally derived from eclipse’s
infrequency and instantaneity. As stated earlier in this study, a total solar eclipse only
occurs approximately every 18 months somewhere in the world and lasts from a
fraction of a second to a maximum of seven and a half minutes. Thus, the possibility
to hold an eclipse event does not only depend on people’s intentional desirability to
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celebrate a special moment, but is primarily dominated by the exact and appropriate
natural condition when the Moon passes between the Sun and the Earth, so that the
Sun is wholly obscured. Even though almost every international event normally has a
regular event schedule or a special monumental opening date, the extreme
infrequency and instantaneity of eclipse events can not be generally compared to
other cultural events or festivals.
Secondly, it is also obvious to notice that some important characteristics of eclipse
events are included in other event categories in Getz’s (2005) typology besides
Cultural Celebrations. For instance, the strong spectatorial feature of the eclipse
events can be easily compared to the definition of Sport Competition, and the special
scientific (astronomical) orientation of eclipse events can be found in the category of
Educational and Scientific. Simply speaking, the participation to an eclipse event is
generally about to witness the moment when the total solar eclipse occurs, and
through various methods and techniques as from naked eyes to telescopes. In
despite of being always supplemented by other surrounding activities (e.g., eclipse
photographing), the observation of the eclipse sometimes can be relatively compared
to watching of a soccer match in the stadium. Furthermore, due to the very unusual
astronomical condition that a total solar eclipse has, many conferences, seminars,
exhibitions experiments and workshops are organized with the topics of eclipse
observation and eclipse astronomy by different organizations and interest groups
around the time when a total solar eclipse occurs. This strong feature of being a
scientific activity can be comparably found in Getz’s (2005) definition of Educational
and Scientific, and then questions us again about where should eclipse events be
located.
Therefore, a new category that is named as Peculiar Natural Phenomena is
consequently created and added to Getz’s (2005) original typology of planned events.
This category includes all special phenomena and events that have an either natural,
environmental, or geographical uniqueness, which can allow people to witness and
experience in a particular time of period. These events can include experiencing
special geographic scenery of the Earth (e.g., the Grand Canyon, a volcanic eruption,
and a tornado); observing unique astronomical phenomena (e.g., the eclipse of the
Sun and Moon, star shower, and Polar day and night); and watching exciting aqueous
movements (e.g., waterfall and tide wave), and many other spectacular events all over
the nature. A total solar eclipse event is recognized here as a unique natural
phenomenon and indeed is identified into the astronomical group. As being a member
of the Peculiar Natural Phenomena, each event has to consist of three fundamental
characteristics: the infrequence and temporality of the event which eliminating events
that people can witness regularly; the natural uniqueness that distinguishes this event
from other ordinary sceneries and environment; and the spectacularity of the event
that should allow people to experience and observe. The last condition is significantly
important for judging some unique natural phenomena are only important for scientific
research but not for event tourism. Some natural events are either too dangerous to
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participate (e.g., earthquakes) or too difficult to observe (e.g., seaweed movement),
so that can not be organized as special events for attending. Therefore, the new
modified categorization is shown below in Figure 2.2,

CULTURAL
CELEBRATIONS
-festivals
-carnivals
-commemorations
-religious events
POLITICAL AND
STATE
-summits
-royal occasions
-political events
-VIP visits
ARTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
-concerts
-award ceremonies

BUSINESS AND
TRADE
-meetings,
conventions
-consumer and
trade shows
-fairs, markets
EDUCATIONAL
AND
SCIENTIFIC
-conferences
-seminars
-clinics

SPORT
COMPETITION
-amateur/professional
-spectator/participant
RECREATIONAL
-sport or games
for fun
PRIVATE
EVENTS
-weddings
-parties
-socials
PECULIAR NATURAL
PHENOMENA
-geographical
-astronomical
-aqueous

Figure 2.2: Modified Getz’s (2005) Typology of Planned Events
Different from categorizing special events primarily according to different event
purposes and themes, Getz (2005) also proposed another hierarchical categorization
of special events. This hierarchy of definition delaminates all special events
comparably as how a company strategically evaluates and develops its lines of
products and services. As outlined in Figure 2.3, all types of special events are graded
functionally into four degrees. From the top to the bottom, they are defined as
Occasional Mega Event, Periodic Hallmark Events, Regional Events, and Local
Events. Based on this goal-driven and value-based delamination, event destinations
must decide what they want from events (the benefits), and how they will measure
their value (Getz, 2005). In this case, a definition of total solar eclipse events will not
only depends on what event components it has, but also according to the economic
values it can generate. As Getz (2005) noted, the preoccupied economic values might
very well constitute a limitation on the sustainability of events.
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Figure 2.3: The Portfolio Approach to Event Tourism Strategy-Making and
Evaluation (Getz, 2005)
According to this hierarchy of definition, the position of total solar eclipse events will
be located into the level of “Periodic Hallmark Events” in this research. As Getz (2005)
defined in his paper, “hallmark describes an event that possesses such significance,
in terms of tradition, attractiveness, quality or publicity, that the event provides the
host venue, community, or destination with a competitive advantage”. An eclipse
event normally allows the local destination and community to improve their
competitive advantage from not only the increasing numbers of visitors it brings, but
the enormous international attention it will attract.
A further investigation of the event literature reveals that the definition of hallmark
events is indeed specifically applicable for describing eclipse events. Ritchie (1984: 2)
identified hallmark events as, “A major one-time or recurring event of limited duration,
developed primarily to enhance awareness, appeal and profitability of a tourism
destination in the short term and/or long time. Such events rely their success on
uniqueness, status, and or timely significance to create interest and attract attention.”
This definition is considered as suitable for describing eclipse events, because it
represents several indispensable characters of eclipse events. The first character is
the limited the event duration. As already discussed before, a total solar eclipse is an
event that only occurs approximately every 18 months and lasts from a fraction of a
second to a maximum of seven and half minutes. Moreover, a total solar eclipse will
be only visible from the Earth when people are just standing inside its narrow central
line. In 2008, the maximum of the total solar eclipse lasted for only about one minute
and 50 seconds. Strictly speaking, the real eclipse event in 2008 was only occurred in
a length of one minute and 50 seconds no matter if the event organizer planned or did
not plan any other supplementary activities.
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Secondly, eclipse events every time can attract many visitors from all over the world to
travel to the best observation location, and at same time generate a number of
international and domestic media coverage shortly before and after the event. Both
“tourism” and media concentration will definitely generate a significant international
prestige and economic profitability for the local destinations in a short/long period of
time. Finally, the occurrence of an eclipse event generally depends on neither the
good will of a local community nor a decent event organization of an event company;
however, it depends dominantly on the astronomical period of an eclipse relation
among the Sun, the Moon, and the Earth. This special nature brings out eclipse
events a predominately unique status, which distinguishes eclipse events from other
events and festivals, and attracts a specific group of people to consider eclipse
observation as a major event to attend.
In conclusion, to synthesize from the both horizontal and vertical perspectives of
special events categorization, a total solar eclipse event will be theoretically defined in
this study as: A major international hallmark event which represents a peculiar natural
phenomenon.

2.2 Tourist Motivation Research
As the understanding of eclipse motives is considered as the prior research question
in this master study, a literature review on event motivation studies was consequently
conducted. As Crompton and McKay (1997) identified earlier in their study, there are
three key reasons for investing effort into research on tourist motivation: first, motives
are the key to designing offerings for tourists; second, motives directly relate to the
subsequent satisfaction that the tourist assesses; the last, identifying and prioritizing
motives allows tourism marketers and planner to understand visitors decision
processes.
Since tourism study has been stably established as an important paradigm to
understand human behaviors, numbers of reports and studies have been published
primarily for understanding general tourist motivation, and further with focusing to
specific travel motives. One of the master knowledge of human needs, which has
been commonly adapted to tourist motivation study, is Maslow’s (1943) Need
Hierarchy. In this hierarchy, human needs is classified into five categories and ordered
from fundamental physiological needs, safety, social, esteem, to self-actualization
needs. Maslow (1943) suggested that the lower-order needs (psychological needs
followed by safety needs) have to be satisfied before an individual could work on the
higher-order needs, such as social and esteem. On the top, the “self-actualization”
allows individuals to “become everything that one is capable of becoming” (Maslow,
1943: 382). However, it is not so difficult to discover one deficiency of Maslow’s (1943)
hierarchical theory of human needs when the multiplicity and complexity of tourist
motivation has been taken account. Tourist motivation has never performed as simply
as the procedure that a less fundamental need appears after the satisfaction of a
more fundamental need. And for each individual, both priority and order of the
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motivation hierarchy can be dramatically different. Therefore, more tourism study
scholars have recognized that the tourist motivation is a very dynamic psychological
complex. A formation of tourist motivation is all the time as multi-dimensional as
Crandell (1980) described, “The same activity may be motivated by a variety of needs
at different times for the one individual or that one activity may have different
meanings to another person at the same time.” Within the common understanding of
the complexity in tourist motivation, Dann (1977) noted that there is a trigger consists
of anomie and ego-enhancement which motivates tourists to travel. According to
Dann’s (1977) definition, anomie represents the desire to transcend the feeling of
isolation inherent in everyday life and to simply “get away from it all.”
Ego-enhancement on the other hand, derives from the need of recognition, which can
be obtained through the status conferred by travel. With this definition, this theory of
anomie and ego-enhancement was later transferred clearly to the taxonomy of “pull”
and “push” factors of tourist motivation. The push motives are related to internal or
emotional factors whilst pull motives are connected to the external, cognitive or
situational factors (Cassidy, 2006). As Dann (1977) explained additionally, “push"
factors include anomie and ego-enhancement. Anomie refers to a situation of
perceived normlessness and meaninglessness in the origin society, and
ego-enhancement is usually associated with relative status deprivation in the
individual. Thus, the “push” factors can be also recognized as escaping from a
perceived mundane environment, exploration and evaluation of self, relaxation,
prestige, regression, enhancement of kinship relationships, and facilitation of social
interaction. On the another hand, the “pull” factors of the resort (e.g., sunshine,
relaxed tempo, friendly natives, etc) both respond to and reinforce “push” factors in
tourist motivation. A working definition of tourist motivation in the end was provided by
Dann (1981) as, “A meaningful state of mind which adequately disposes an actor or
group of actors to travel, and which is subsequently interpretable by others as a valid
explanation for such a decision.”
Even with a severe criticism of Dann’s (1981) definition of tourist motivation, Iso-Ahola
(1982) further developed a two dimensional theory which shares some similarities
with the “pull” and “push” factors. This two dimensional theory consists of
approach-oriented forces (seeking) and avoiding-oriented forces (escaping). As a
leisure motivation theory, the seeking and escaping dichotomy has been applied by
many scholars into tourism and event studies (Mannell and Iso-Ahola, 1987;
Parrinello, 1993; Ryan and Glendon, 1997; Crompton and McKay, 1997; Lee, 2000;
Chang, 2005). With both the seeking and escaping forces, individuals or more
specifically named, tourists will on the one hand desire to leave their own everyday
routine environment, and on the another hand desire to obtain psychological (intrinsic)
rewards through travel in a contrasting environment.
Additionally, Iso-Ahola (1984) suggested that these two forces should be further
separated into personal and interpersonal components. Beside personal desires, the
family, friends and other social components are also considered to stress individuals’
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tourist motivation. As shown in Figure 2.4, this 2×2 cells model may illustrate the
relations between eclipse event visitor’s intrinsic motivation and their extrinsic
environment. For example, an eclipse visitor may desire to escape from his or her
personal environment (e.g., daily routines) and interpersonal environment (e.g., family
stresses), and to seek for personal rewards (e.g., cultural adventure, outstanding
experience) and interpersonal rewards (e.g., value sharing with other eclipse
observers, bringing family members closer). However, another significant finding from
the literature study revealed that in regard to special event motivation, the seeking
force preformed more dominated than the escaping force. As Dunn Ross and
Iso-Ahola (1991) together asserted, “If people have wanted to relax and do nothing, or
do their familiar leisure activities then it is unlikely that they would be visiting a festival
or an event.” Consequently, a further review that focuses on event and festival
motivation will be presented, to identify which motivation variables are indeed
especially significant to event tourists.

Seeking
personal
Rewards

Escaping
Interpersonal
Environment

Seeking
Interpersonal
Rewards

Escaping
Personal
Environment

Figure 2.4: The Seeking and Escaping Dimensions of Leisure Motivation
(Iso-Ahola, 1984: 111)

2.3 Event Motivation Research
A decision to visit a festival or event is a directed action which is triggered by a desire
to meet a need (Crompton and McKay, 1997). In recent years, there has been an
obvious increase in the number of festivals and events taking place across the world,
though it is problematic to put an exact figure to this (Getz, 1997). Understanding the
personal, shared, conflicting and social meanings, and expectations that people
attribute to their experiences of and participation in festivals and events, and their
motivations for attendance are key concerns for researchers and festival organizers
alike (Long and Robinson; et al, 2004). Starting from the western society, studies
about event motivation have developed, tested and validated a number of
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measurement scales that identifying event motivation with several underlying factors
(Ross and Iso-Ahola, 1991; Saleh and Ryan, 1992; Crompton and McKay, 1997;
Nicholson and Pearce, 2001; Weiler; et al., 2004). Afterwards, this measurement was
also implemented comparatively in the other parts of the world, to prove its
universality and validity in varied cultural environments. According to various events,
the composition of each motivation factor is also different; however, some similarities
and universalities can be still identified. From this part of the literature review, several
event and festival studies that are focusing on event motivation studies will be firstly
investigated. Furthermore, more critical comparisons with other studies which utilized
this similar instrument but in Asian event destinations are presented.

2.3.1 Event Motivation Measurement Scales
One study that has been often referred by recent event motivation studies is
Crompton and McKay’s (1997) research, which investigated a cultural festival named
Fiesta in USA. This study was theoretically guided by the escaping-seeking dichotomy
and the push-pull factors framework, and identified several significant motivation
factors that can stimulate events and festivals participation. These two theories were
used to develop an instrument for measuring event motives. Compton and McKay
(1997) first emphasized that it is vitally important to always be aware of the multiple
composition of an event motivation. At an individual level, a visitor may have several
different needs which he or she desires to satisfy through a festival visit; and at the
aggregate level of analysis, different visitors may engage in the same package
element and derive different benefits from the experience (Compton and McKay,
1997). Afterwards, an application of the escaping/seeking theory guided Crompton
and McKay (1997) to design a theoretical scale which initially consists of seven
motivation domains. They are: Novelty, Socialization, Prestige/Status,
Rest/Relaxation, Education Value/Intellectual Enrichment, Enhancing Kinship and
Relations/Family Togetherness, and Regression. The definitions of each domain were
demonstrated as below:
Novelty: A desire to seek out new and different experiences through pleasure
travel as motivated by a need to experience thrill, adventure and surprise, and
alleviate boredom.
Socialization: A desire to interact with a group and its members.
Prestige l Status: A desire to have high standing in the eyes of surrounding
people.
Rest and Relaxation: A desire to refresh oneself mentally and physically from
normal day-to-day stresses.
Education Value / intellectual Enrichment: A desire to gain knowledge and
expand intellectual horizons.
Enhancing Kinship and Relations / Family Togetherness: A desire to enhance
family relationships.
Regression: A desire to engage in behavior reminiscent of an adolescent or
child.
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Importantly to notice, this motivation scale considered seeking rather than escaping
factor is more dominated for stimulating motivation of attending events and festivals.
As Crompton and McKay (1997) referred also, “If people had wanted to relax and do
nothing, or do their familiar leisure activities then it is unlikely that they would be
visiting a festival” (Dunn Ross and Iso-Ahola cited in Crompton and McKay, 1997).
During this study, a set of 31 motivational statements were initially resulted through
several steps. Firstly, numbers of motivation statements were abstracted from
reviewing of scientific literatures. Then, a pilot study by 415 undergraduate students,
and further the validation of dimensionality and inter correlation finally decided a
research version of these statements. Some original motivation domains were
disappeared and some were detached or aggregated into a new domain. For example,
the domain Prestige was disappeared after the factor analysis, while Novelty and
Regression were combined into a single factor. By contrast, the original Socialization
however was separated into two factors. One is Known-Group Socialization, another
is External Socialization.
With the result from a factor analysis of all motivation statements that were rated by
event visitors, in total six motivation domains / factors were finally generated. They
were: Cultural Exploration, Novelty/Regression, Recover Equilibrium, Known-Group
Socialization, External Interaction/Socialization, and Family Togetherness. In the end,
these six motivation domains were suggested to be re-assessed its generalizability
and validity when implementing across different types of events.
Furthermore, another event study was done by Weiler; et al in 2004 generated exactly
the same six motivation factors as compared to Crompton and McKay’s (1997)
previous result. This study about a Winter Wine festival in Australia, replicated the
method of measuring motivation scales which developed by Crompton and McKay
(1997), and explored some special variables in regard to the wine festival. A detailed
demographic profile of the festival visitors, with information as gender, age,
employment status, annual household income, and area of residence was created.
Moreover, the visitation characteristics of visitors, which include types of visiting (first
time or re-visiting) and types of social group (alone, with family, or with friends) were
additionally collected, and then were analyzed together to reveal the visitation habits
of the Winter Wine festival visitors.
In general, the ‘average’ visitors to the Winter Wine festival were identified as older
and with higher income groups. This finding is consistent with Getz’s (2000)
identification of wine enthusiasts. It was the first time for the majority of the visitors
(71%) to join the festival, and most of visitors came to the festival with people like
friends (48%), partners (33%) and families (15%). The importance of social needs
was highlighted here for the Wine festival visitors, and the relatively low percentage of
repeating visitors may attract further comparison to other events and festivals.
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Among the six motivation factors, Cultural Exploration was ranked as the highest, and
then Known-Group Socialization and Event Novelty were followed. This ranking is
consistent with Crompton and McKay’s (1997) assertion that individuals are likely to
attend a festival based on the motivation of cultural enrichment, education, novelty,
and socialization. This study also revealed the varied levels of importance placed on a
certain visiting motivation. For example, visiting to a wine festival is more likely
motivated by cultural exploration reasons while attending a hot air balloon festival is
more motivated by visitors’ social needs. However, as Weiler, et al (2004) concluded,
“special attention must be made and acted upon to ensure the festival meets the
visitor’s desire to gain knowledge and expand intellectual horizons. Failure to meet
these needs (as well as their secondary needs, i.e. socialization, event novelty, etc)
seems likely to reduce their satisfaction and the likelihood of repeat visitation.” Finally,
further replication of this research method was also proposed by to measure event
motivation into other international contexts.
Together, these two studies established a theoretical framework that consists of six
motivation domains for measuring events and festival motivation. These six motivation
domains will be considered eligible in this master study for factoring eclipse event
motivation. First, because this motivation framework is soundly defined and evenly
structured; second, because it generally covers all the common dimensions of event
motivation. However, what variables can influence these motivation factors and what
consequences these motivation factors can generate are still questions that will be
clarified in the master study. For example, what would be the existing difference and
similarity according to visitors’ demographic characteristics and types of traveling
groups? What is the relationship between event visiting satisfaction and re-visiting
intention? These lacking information can be partly found from the investigation to
other event and festival studies in some Asian countries.

2.3.2 Event Motivation Study in Asian Cultural Context
As same as in the western society, event motivation studies have been later also
performed in several Asian event destinations. The major objectives of these studies
are first, to identify significant motives for stimulating visitors to attend a special event
in Asia; second, to compare the motivational difference on basis of visitors’ varied
demographic backgrounds (e.g., Western and Asian visitors). Furthermore, some
researchers also paid attention on investigating the potential relationship between
visitors’ event satisfaction level and re-visiting intention.
Chang (2005) used a slightly modified event motivation scale which was originally
designed by Crompton and McKay (1997) to profile visitors’ demographic background
and significant motives for attending an aboriginal cultural festival in Taiwan, China. In
total six motivation factors were emerged and named as Equilibrium Recovery,
Festival Participation, Learning, Novelty-seeking, Socialization, and Cultural
Exploration. One of the important study findings revealed that Cultural Exploration
was the most important factor that stimulating visitors to attend the aboriginal cultural
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festival. This result is compatible with the finding from Crompton and McKay (1997)
and Weiler; et al (2004). The same result can be also found in Guzman; et al’s (2006)
study in Philippines, which revealed again the primary position of cultural exploration
to other motivation factors (Event Attraction, Socialization, Family Togetherness,
Novelty, and Escape). Furthermore, the study of Chang (2005) concluded that the
motivational variables rather than demographic variables were more important for
explaining event participation to this cultural festival.
However, motivational differences between domestic and foreign visitors, indeed
between Caucasian and Asian visitors were found as significant in Lee’s (2000) event
study of the World Cultural Expo event in Korea. Besides identifying the event
motivation factors, Lee (2000) used additional t-tests to investigate the motivational
differences within visitors' varied nationalities. The result manifested that significant
differences existed in respect to five motivation factors between domestic (Korean)
visitors and foreign visitors. These factors consist of Cultural Exploration, Novelty,
External-Group Socialization, Event Attraction, and Known-Group Socialization. By
contrast, no difference was found on Family Togetherness and Escape. Finally,
foreign visitors in general had higher motivation levels than domestic visitors. In case
whether this motivational difference will be duplicated by eclipse event visitors will
become a research hypothesis to be examined later. Furthermore, Caucasian visitors
represented higher mean scores among all motivation factors than Asian visitors, but
within both Caucasian visitors (American and European) and Asian visitors (Korean
and Japanese), no significant difference was appeared. This motivational difference
/similarity within different cultural groups will be also re-assessed in the study of 2008
total solar eclipse event in China.
Finally, another study was lastly undertaken by Schofield and Thompson (2007) in
2005 was about a Naadam festival in Mongolia. Beside event motivation, the major
objectives of this research included also the investigation of event satisfaction level
and event re-visiting intention. In total, five motivation factors were emerged and three
of them were exactly consistent with other previous event studies (Crompton and
McKay, 1997; Lee, 1999; Weiler; et al, 2004; Chang, 2005). These three factors as
Cultural Exploration, Togetherness, and Socialization reflected again the general
motivation for attending special events, and accounted also for the high percentage of
visiting variables. By contrast, the two new factors as Sports Attraction and Local
Special Events were representing the special characteristics of the Naadam festival
as a traditional Mongolian sport event. Furthermore, significant motivational
differences appeared significantly between domestic and international visitors. For
example, sports and family factors were significantly more important for domestic
visitors; in contrast cultural aspects of the festival attracted better the international
market. Finally, gender difference was also reflected as sports-related motives were
more significant for male visitors than female visitors, while cultural-related motives
were more important for older age groups.
In addition, Schofield and Thompson (2007) investigated also the relations between
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event visiting motivation and the satisfaction levels. Among all the five factors,
Schofield and Thompson (2007) found only Sports Attraction, Local Special Events,
and Cultural Exploration were significant predictors of overall satisfaction with the
festival. It is fairly important to be aware that all of these factors are closely related to
the special characteristics of Naadam festival as a sports event. Thus, this special
orientation plus the unique cultural, physical environment of Mongolia clearly
distinguished Naadam festival from other festivals and events, indeed significantly
generated visitors' motivational expectations, and finally affected their satisfaction
levels of the festival. However, it did not reveal a positive relation that a strong
motivation level will automatically generate a positive satisfaction level. As Schofield
and Thompson (2007) presented, "Sports Attraction has a negative relationship,
whereas the other two factors are positively related with visitors’ overall satisfaction."
In the end, even though 90% of the visitors had their satisfied experiences in the 2005
Naadam festival, only less than half of them expressed their positive intentions to
re-visit the same festival. This loose relationship between positive satisfaction
evaluation and high re-visiting intention was also suggested by Gitelson and
Crompton (1984) as, “Although satisfaction with a particular destination appears to be
a necessary condition for explaining much repeat visitation, it is not sufficient to
explain the phenomenon since many respondents reported satisfactory experience
and yet did not return to the same destination.” Thus it becomes interesting to ask
whether visitors who just hold their satisfactory experience from visiting an eclipse
event, will consequently to have a higher intention to re-visit another eclipse event. It
is still remarkable that the next total solar eclipse event will never occur again at the
same place as the previous one. The event destination of the total solar eclipse is
changing every time. In another word, the next eclipse event will be always something
fresh from the last one due to its new observation environment, even though the major
event attraction is never different as total solar eclipse observation. Whether or not
this special characteristic of eclipse event will drive more repeat visitors will then
become an important question in this study.

2.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, this literature review has sufficiently established a theoretical
background of the event and event motivation studies. First, it provides us a dynamic
definition of total solar eclipse events as a hallmark event with a peculiar astronomical
orientation. Second, it generates a theoretical framework that includes six motivation
domains for attending special events. Finally, it exposes several potential directions of
event motivation studies that may be also significant to study for understanding
eclipse events.
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Chapter 3
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Referring to the theoretical framework (see Figure 3.1), to understand eclipse events
and eclipse visitors will consist of three fundamental segments in this study. The first
segment is the phenomena that can influence eclipse event motives. The second
segment is the motives for visiting an eclipse event. And the third segment is the
phenomena that can be influenced by eclipse event motives. This framework
demonstrates the relationship between eclipse motives and the important variables
that are related to eclipse motives before, during and after an attendance of an eclipse
event, respectively.
Demographic
Background:

Personality
Background:

•Gender
•Age
•Employment Status
•Place of Residence
•Educational Level

•Extraversion
•Agreeableness
•Conscientiousness
•Emotional Stability
•Openness to
Experience

Satisfaction:
•Event Component
•Cultural Component
•Social Component
•Organizational Component

Motives for Visiting an
Eclipse Event
•Cultural Exploration

Phenomena
that
Influence
Motives

•Event Novelty
•Recover Equilibrium
•Known-Group Socialization

Phenomena
that are
Influenced
by Motives

•External Socialization

Social
Background:
•Family
•Partner
•Colleagues
•Friends
•Alone

•Family Togetherness

Eclipse
Experience:
•First-time
•Repeat

Revisiting
Intention:
•Another Eclipse Event
•Jiayuguan Region
•Other Places in China

Figure 3.1: Theoretical Map of the Study

3.1 Phenomena that Influence Motives
Starting from the first segment, the phenomena that can influence the motives for
attending an eclipse event are divided into four sub-components, such as
demographic background, personality background, social background, and previous
eclipse experience. Firstly, the eclipse visitors’ demographic background consists of
their basic identification such as, gender, age, place of residence (normally displays
as nationality), plus other information like employment status and educational level.
The collection of the demographic information usually helps us to identify a profile of
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the ‘average’ visitors to a special event. Gender and age here are defined as the
biological but also social difference among event visitors, which has been continually
highlighted as important variables for event and festival studies. For example, male
visitors in general reflected significant more motives on the sport components of the
Naadam festival which labeled as wrestling and horse riding (Schofield and
Thompson, 2007), and middle age, full-time employed visitors accounted for high
percentage for wine festivals attendance (Weiler; et al, 2004). Furthermore, different
from events that mostly attract local visitors to attend, the very international
composition of eclipse visitors to the 2008 TSE event requests this study to identify
any significant motivational difference in relate to visitor’s geographic origin.
Secondly, the personality traits of eclipse visitors will be tested as another important
variable, which may affect leisure perceptions and behaviors such as eclipse event
motivation and participation. Instead of the classic extraversion and neuroticism
concept, this research implements a measurement with Big-Five personality traits that
consists of extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, and
openness to experience (Gosling; et al, 2003). It is to examine the relationship
between general personality dimensions and eclipse event motivation. In this study, it
is very interesting to see how different types of people (varied personality traits), can
be motivated by different needs and reasons (varied event motives), but finally have
the same leisure behavior (visit to the 2008 TSE event). To investigate the influence of
the personality traits on eclipse event motivation and participation can be considered
as an interesting input to the current event and festival studies.
Furthermore, whether visitors like to visit an eclipse event with other accompany
travelers or alone? If people attend with families are intending to improve their family
kinship, while people come alone are seeking their private loneliness and tranquility?
These questions encourage us to identify the social background of eclipse event
visitors. The social background of eclipse visitors is defined as an important variable
to examine not only how visitors attend the event, but also how the differences may
influence their motives and behaviors. As shown in the theoretical map, eclipse
visitors may come to the 2008 TSE event either alone, or together with family
members, spouses, friends, and colleagues. In general, this composition should
explain the adequate types of social background for eclipse event visitors. The design
to identify eclipse visitors’ social background will allow us to examine the potential
relationship between eclipse visitors’ visitation characteristics and their event
motivation and satisfaction.
Finally, the last variable as previous eclipse experience divides eclipse visitors into
two groups: the first-time visitors and repeat visitors. As already discussed earlier, the
repeat visiting in special events or called the repurchase of special events, has
attracted some event studies’ attention to measuring the extent of repeat visitation
and the level of satisfaction among visitors (Gitelson and Crompton, 1984;
Gandhi-Arora and Shaw, 2000). As Gitelson and Crompton (1984) noted that although
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satisfaction with a particular destination appears to be a necessary condition for
explaining much repeat visitation, it is not sufficient to explain the phenomenon since
many respondents reported satisfactory experiences and yet did not return to the
same destination. Thus to understand if the repeat visitors will account for a significant
portion of the total visitors in the 2008 TSE event may allow us to further examine the
motivational differences between first-time and repeat eclipse visitors.

3.2 Motives for Attending an Eclipse Event
As already discussed previously in the literature review, six motivation dimensions are
hypothesized in this study for measuring visitors’ motives for attending the 2008 TSE
event. These dimensions are labeled as: Cultural Exploration, Event Novelty, Recover
Equilibrium, Known-group Socialization, External Socialization, and Family
Togetherness. This structure is considered to be eligible and adequate for measuring
eclipse motives is due to its validated universality for event motivation studies (Ross
and Iso-Ahola, 1991; Saleh and Ryan, 1992; Crompton and McKay, 1997; Nicholson
and Pearce, 2001; Weiler; et al, 2004). Each dimension represents a group of motives
which trigger visitors to have an intention to attend the 2008 TSE event.
The first dimension Cultural Exploration is defined as a desire to gain knowledge and
expand intellectual horizons through enriching pursuits (Crompton and McKay, 1997).
As found in previous event studies, it has been identified usually as the top motive for
event participation (Crompton and McKay, 1997; Lee, 1999; Weiler; et al, 2004;
Chang, 2005; Guzman; et al; Schofield and Thompson, 2007). Crompton and McKay
(1997) described in their study as, “if two words were to be used to describe the
central theme of Fiesta, they would probably be ‘cultural exploration’.” In fact, eclipse
observation and its surrounding activities have been recognized as an abundance
cultural resource for not only astronomers or eclipse enthusiasts, but also ordinary
people to discover and explore.
The second dimension that labeled as Event Novelty represents the desire of visitors
to seek out new and different experiences through the unique offerings of the 2008
TSE event. As quoted before, a total solar eclipse will only occur approximately every
18 months somewhere in the world and lasts from a fraction of a second to a
maximum of seven and a half minutes. Therefore, It is not difficult to say that to
experience an eclipse event is always an unusual and extraordinary moment in any
people’s life scale. No matter is the breath when the Moon blocks our view of the Sun,
or the freak and chilly atmosphere that during an eclipse, a total solar eclipse certainly
will stimulate a motive to witness its uniqueness.
Furthermore, the unique experience of an eclipse event will help people leave the
everyday environment, and have a state of mind that being escaping. The dimension
Recover Equilibrium represents the motives that were defined in Iso-Ahola’s theory of
seeking and escaping dichotomy (Iso-Ahola, 1982). As defined as the desire to
refresh mentally and physically from normal day-to-day stresses, the attending to an
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eclipse event offers its visitors an opportunity that includes both the escape from a
personal environment (e.g., daily routines) and an interpersonal environment (e.g.,
family stresses).
The rest of three motivation dimensions include the visitors’ intention of interacting
and communicating with the outside environment. Visitors could use the attending of
an eclipse event as a platform to meet new people (External Socialization), or just to
interact with members of a group with which one is familiar (Known-group
Socialization). Family togetherness stands here as an independent dimension
because of its consistent prominence in studies of motives in other leisure context
(Orthner and Mancini, 1991). Different from other leisure activities, special events and
festivals could specially offer a better environment for family gathering and
communication by geographically offering a certain place to meet, intentionally
providing a theme to enjoy, and emotionally enhancing the kinship relationship within
its festive environment.

3.3 Phenomena that are Influenced by Motives
At the right hand side of the theoretical framework finally stands the phenomena that
are influenced by eclipse motives. They include the event satisfaction and the
intention of event repeat visiting. These two variables are considered in this study as
two major outcomes after the attending of an eclipse event. As Ross and Iso-Ahola
(1991) highlighted, satisfaction and motivation are central concepts in attempts to
understand tourism behavior. For event visitors, their motives occur before the event
participation and satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) after it. The relationship between
motivation and satisfaction can be defined as, “a motive is an internal factor that can
be likened to ‘an awareness o potential satisfaction’ in a future situation, meaning that
motives are cognitive representations of future states” (Deci, 1975: 99).
Similarly as event motivation dimensions, eclipse visitors’ satisfaction may also
includes several aspects of the event participation. As described in Figure 3.1, a
general eclipse event satisfaction may consist of four different domains; they are:
event components, cultural components, social components, and organizational
components. In this study, an observation of the total solar eclipse is identified as the
essential component of an eclipse event. Certainly, a successful observation of the
total solar eclipse will primarily contribute to the visitors’ satisfaction. Even though
some eclipse visitors commented like, “even if you trip ends in a clouded out event,
you still have a lot to enjoy” (eclipse observer, 2002), if an unsuccessful eclipse
observation may also generate a satisfactory event experience is not a question that
will be focused in this study.
Beside the major event attraction, the surrounding cultural environment of an event,
can sometimes also reinforce the event satisfaction or balance the dissatisfaction.
The cultural component of an eclipse event includes both the ‘culture’ of eclipse
observation, and also the cultural and physical environment around the observation
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location. As explained already, the surrounding cultural and physical environment will
additionally enhance the attractness of a special event, and make the meaning of the
event become more identifiable to its visitors. For example, the fabulous and
expeditionary history of the Silk Road in the Gobi Desert will significantly add an
outstanding cultural identity to the 2008 TSE event, and indeed create a new cultural
context for its visitors to experience. Thus, to examine the satisfaction level towards
the cultural environment of an event becomes important in this study of the 2008 TSE
event.
Furthermore, as interaction or socialization during the event have been identified as
an important motivation factor for attending an eclipse event, visitors’ satisfaction level
towards the social component of the event is also considered as an important variable
in this study. In this regard, how satisfied eclipse visitors feel about the social
environment around the event should be significantly related to how strongly they are
stimulated by the different social motives. Finally, the organizational component is
also considered contributive to the general visiting satisfaction in this study. As some
previous studies revealed, “Hygiene (practical aspects) factors cannot be
compensated if not fulfilled, leading to dissatisfaction” (Herzberg; et al, 1959), it is
important to ask eclipse visitors’ satisfaction level in regard to the general organization
level during the whole event time.
Beside visitors’ satisfaction level, another variable that can be influenced by eclipse
motives is named as Re-visiting Intention, represents the different visitors’ intentions
of returning after their attending to an eclipse event. These intentions generally
include three components. The first is the intention to re-visit the next eclipse event
when it happens; the second is the intention to re-visit the same event (Jiayuguan
region) destination in 2008; and the third is the intention to re-visit the same event
cultural environment, as ‘other places in China’. As a variable can be influenced by
event motives, the design to ask eclipse visitors’ re-visiting intention is also due to its
hypothesized strong relationship with their event satisfaction. The common models of
consumer behavior suggest a direct, positive relationship between satisfaction with
the consumption of a product, and subsequent repurchase of the same product
(Engel; et al, 1995). However, this positive relationship has not comparably approved
in the event and festival industry, as Gitelson and Crompton (1984) noted, “Although
satisfaction with a particular destination appears to be a necessary condition for
explaining much repeat visitation, it is not sufficient to explain the phenomenon since
many respondents reported satisfactory experience and yet did not return to the same
destination.” Therefore, to ask whether or not that eclipse visitors who have had a
satisfied event experience will intend to return to the next event becomes a
meaningful question in this study to understand the relation between the event
satisfaction and the intention of re-visiting. Furthermore, to ask if eclipse visitors will
intend to re-visit Jiayuguan region and other places in China may help us to better
identify if the eclipse event destination and its surrounding cultural environment
behave also as important factors for attending an eclipse event.
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Chapter 4
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This master study generally engages to investigate motives for attending special
events and festivals, and focuses on the visitors to a total solar eclipse event in 2008.
Therefore, the primary objective of this study is generally about to identify the
significant motives for attending a total solar eclipse event. On top, how different
social and demographic variables can influence these motives, and further how the
two potential consequences as satisfaction and repeat visiting can be influenced by
these motives are also major topics of this master study. Within this framework, the
objectives of this research are: First, to identify the average profile of eclipse visitors to
the 2008 TSE event in Jiayuguan region, China; second, to ascertain the important
motives for attending an eclipse event, and to identify the underlying dimensions of
these motives; third, to assess the satisfaction level and re-visiting intention of eclipse
visitors after their event participation. In the end, this study is going to examine the
relationship among those variables, such as eclipse visitors’ socio-demographic
information, their significant motivation dimensions, and their satisfaction and repeat
visiting intention.
In order to reach these research objectives, numbers of research questions have
been addressed in this study as followed:















What is the general demographic background of the visitors in the 2008 TSE
event?
What are the visitation characteristics of these visitors?
What are the significant personality traits of these visitors?
Is there a potential relationship between visitors’ demographic backgrounds and
their visitation characteristics?
What are the significant motives for visitors to attend the 2008 TSE event?
What are the underlying dimensions of these motives?
How eclipse visitors’ demographic backgrounds and their visitation characteristics
will influence their underlying motivation dimensions?
How eclipse visitors’ personality traits are related to their motivation dimensions?
What is the average satisfaction level of the visitors in the 2008 TSE event?
How these visitors feel satisfied about different components of the event?
What are the re-visiting intentions of these visitors?
How eclipse visitors’ satisfaction level and re-visiting intention will be influenced
by their underlying motivation dimensions?
Is there a potential relationship between visitors’ satisfaction level and their
re-visiting intention?
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All in all, the research objectives of this master research can be generalized as the
understanding of

“Who come to visit a total solar eclipse event, why they come, and how they will
evaluate their participation?”
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Chapter 5
METHODOLOGY
In regard to answering all research questions that are addressed in the theatrical
framework, an on-site questionnaire survey was designed and administrated by the
researcher during an organized event in Jiayuguan region on 1st, August, 2008 ---- the
day of a total solar eclipse. This survey used this event as a case study to collect the
information of eclipse visitors, and to learn about the eclipse motives and satisfaction.
The event, which named as the 2008 Total Solar Eclipse Event (the 2008 TSE event),
was held in the Jiayuguan region, the northwest region of China. It was organized by
Eclipse-City, a private event company from Europe. In total, around 150 international
visitors were reached by the researcher and his assistants, later 93 filled out
questionnaires were successfully collected after the eclipse event.

5.1 Research Environment
On Friday, 1st August 2008, a total eclipse of the Sun was visible from within a narrow
corridor that traversed half the Earth. The path of the Moon's umbral shadow began in
Canada and extended across northern Greenland, the Arctic, central Russia,
Mongolia, and China (demonstrated in Appendix I). In China, this path started from the
outer Mongolian border, passed by Hami region in the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous
region, further to Jinta Dazhuangzi in the Jiayuguan region, and finally ended up by
Xi’an in the centre of China. An international total solar eclipse event in Jinta
Dazhuangzi, Jiayuguan region was chosen as the research simple for the on-site data
collection (see Appendix II). This event was organized by Eclipse-City, a private event
management company, together with the Jiayuguan local tourism bureau. Eclipse-City
is an UK company with operational office in Germany, who specializes at organizing
total solar eclipse related events, tours and conferences. It has been organizing
events and tours since 1999, and the latest events were held in Libya and Turkey in
2006, where around 300 international visitors were presented. In 2008, again around
300 international visitors from all over the world joined Eclipse-City and attended the
2008 TSE event in its observation camp in Jiayuguan region. The Eclipse-City’
observation camp was built at the middle of Gobi desert, in order to have the longest
totality of eclipse, a preferable weather condition, and a least clouds coverage. The
Eclipse-City’s travel programs started from different parts of China, such as Beijing,
Shanghai and Urumqi. Each program had a different itinerary and cultural content.
Finally, all programs gathered in Jiayuguan region before the eclipse day. On the day
of eclipse, all visitors were transferred by tour buses from Jiayuguan city to the
observation camp, where with about 3 hours driving distance from the city. Besides,
some background information has been collected at Eclipse-City before the on-site
survey, such as the number of customers from previous events and the local
environment of the event site.
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Jiayuguan city with its surrounding region is located in the northwest Gansu province
of China. The city is named as the west front of the Great Wall. It sits on the old Silk
Road in the Gobi desert and shares a rich of Silk Road culture with other historical
cities as Dunhuang and Kashgar, etc. The Gobi Desert is the largest desert region in
Asia. It has become notable in history due to being as a part of the great Mongol
Empire, and as the location of several important cities along the Silk Road.The desert
basins of the Gobi are bounded by the Altai Mountains and the grasslands and
steppes of Mongolia on the north, by the Tibetan Plateau to the southwest, and by the
North China Plain to the southeast. The Gobi is made up of several distinct ecological
and geographic regions based on variations in climate and topography. Around the
Jiayuguan region in Gobi, the average temperature is only around 25 degrees in
August. But in the heart of the Gobi Desert, temperature can raise to 40 and 50
degrees mostly by the daylong fervent sunlight. By the strong wind from the Siberian
Steppes, the temperature in Gobi can reach the extreme of ranging from -10°C at
night to +40°C (104°F) during the day. With an average of approximately 194
millimeters (7.6 in) of rain falls per year in the Gobi, the area throughout this region is
generally characterized by extreme dryness. Around the Eclipse-City day camp,
vegetation can be hardly witnessed, and only some small desert plants survive by the
side of the sand dunes. Even through the camels are the most famous symbol in the
Gobi Desert, scorpions and geckoes still are the most possible seen animals during
the day time (see Appendix III).

5.2 Target Group
In total around 300 international visitors were presented in Eclipse-City’s observation
camp on the day of 1st August, 2008. Within the total visitors, around 150 visitors were
registered in Eclipse-City as group travelers and transported by eight tour buses to the
viewing camp. Rest of visitors were registered as day customers (means purchased
only the entrance ticket of the observation camp), and came to the event site by their
private cars or by other transportations. Most of the visitors were from Europe, North
America and Japan, plus a small group of local visitors came from the Jiayuguan
region. Only those visitors who were registered as group travelers were selected as
target respondents for the on site survey. The selection of those visitors was due to a
practical reason that they were under the organization of Eclipse-City. As being a
member of the Eclipse-City team, the researcher certainly had better administration
resources to communicate with those respondents who were organized as group
travelers, which means who have had the same itinerary and time schedule. On top,
distributing and collecting paper in a relatively more isolated environment (inside a
tour bus) was considered easier for collecting questionnaires. Inside of the buses, the
researcher and his assistants would have enough time to introduce this research to
the respondents in the beginning, and have better controlling over the collection of the
questionnaires in the end.

5.3 On-Site Questionnaire Survey
A self-complete questionnaire (see Appendix IV) was designed to survey the visitors’
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motives, satisfaction and re-visiting intention for attending the 2008 Total Solar Eclipse
event in Jiayuguan region, on 1st August, 2008. Derived from pertinent literature
review of event motivation studies, the instrument that was used for the 2008 TSE
event included four parts: motivational statements, satisfaction statements, re-visiting
intentions and respondents’ background information. The basic scale of the motivation
statements was extracted from the previous knowledge of Crompton and McKay’s
(1997) study on tourist motivation for attending Fiesta festival in USA. Compared also
with other scholars’ results that either more focus on events/festival study in Asia
(Chang, 2005; Lee, 1999; Guzman et al, 2006), or share some of special
characteristics of eclipse event (Schofield and Thompson, 2007; Weiler; et al, 2004),
in total six sub-motivation scales were hypothesized. They are Cultural Exploration,
Event Novelty, Recover Equilibrium, External Socialization, Known-Group
Socialization, and Family Togetherness. Some slightly modified statements were
added into the original list whilst some were discarded. These changes were generally
owing to the peculiar composition of eclipse observation as an astronomical activity;
the potential significance of eclipse visitors; and the surrounding local environment of
the event (as in the northwest of China). The administration of the questionnaire
survey was divided into two steps. The first part of the questionnaire that consisted of
35 motivation statements for visiting an eclipse event was distributed to all target
respondents on the way to the viewing camp inside tour buses. Visitors were asked to
rate their level of agreement or disagreement about each of the statements on a 5
points Likert-types scales, ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree.
Each opinion was clearly labeled and numbered. Considering to the major population
of responses was not native English speakers, some simplification of the original
statements were made for avoiding misunderstanding and frustrating. For example,
statement as “I have to go to special events like 2008 TSE from time to time to avoid
getting into a rut” was replaced by “I have to go to special events like 2008 TSE from
time to time to change from my routine life”. This change was owing to that “routine”
was considered as a more common word than “rut” to describe daily conventionality.
The second part of the questionnaire that included visitor’s satisfaction level, their
likelihood of re-visiting and general information were collected on the way back from
the viewing camp to Jiayuguan city after the eclipse observation. Using the same 5
points Likert-types scales, ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree,
the target respondents were asked about their satisfaction level of attending the event
and their rate of intention to re-visit another eclipse event, Jiayuguan region or other
places in China. Finally event visitors’ socio-demographic information that includes
age, gender, educational background, place of residence and personality traits were
collected. Referred from the Big-Five personality domains, a very brief ten-item
personality inventory (Gosling; et al, 2003) was used for evaluating eclipse visitors’
personality traits. Using a 7 points Likert-types scales ranging from 1 = strongly
disagree to 7 = strongly agree, visitors were asked about at what level each
personality trait applies. In total 93 completed copies of the questionnaire were
collected before the end of the event.
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In prior to conducting the on-site responses collection, the research instrument with
originally 66 statements was sent to two experts for examining the validity and
suitability of the instrument. These two exports, one is from researcher’s host
university who is supervising his master research; another is from Eclipse-City, the
major event organizer who has long time experience of organizing special eclipse
event in different places. Some minor changes were made as the result of their
suggestion before conducting the research on-site.
The questionnaire was initially written in English and then translated into Chinese and
German owing to the multilingual composition of the eclipse event visitors. The
Chinese version was used for domestic visitors from China and other Chinese
speaking regions. A German version was also specially designed because the event
organizer ‘Eclipse-City’ is based in Germany and German speaking visitors appeared
to make up a considerable proportion of the total international visitors. English was
chosen as the initial language because of the researcher’s study requirement and
also as it is the most appropriate language to communicate with other international
visitors.

5.4 Data Analysis
SPSS (SPSS 13.0 for Windows) was used as the main program for data analysis in
this study. Data were analyzed using both univariate and multivariate statistics for
each of the independent variables and dependent variables in the study. Measures of
central tendency such as the mean, frequencies and standard deviation of the
variables were used to assess the normality of the distributions of the three theoretical
constructs operated in this study, which consist of social-demographic background of
event visitors, motives for attending an eclipse event (six motivation subscales
comprised of 35 items), and visitors’ satisfaction level and re-visiting intention. The
frequencies procedure provided summary statistics and graphical displays for several
variables (age, gender, educational level, etc) in a single table and calculated
standardized values. Chi-square test was used to identify any significant difference
between the visitation characteristics and visitors' socio-demographic background.
Additionally, a very brief measure of the Big-Five personality domains was used as
the instrument to identify the characteristic of eclipse visitor’s personality traits. In
according to the Big-Five measurement, the agreement levels of a Ten-Item
personality inventory-(TIPI) from eclipse visitors were rated. These ten items includes:
1) Extraverted, enthusiastic; 2) Critical, quarrelsome; 3) Dependable, self-disciplined;
4) Anxious, easily upset; 5) Open to new experience, complex; 6) Reserved, quiet; 7)
Sympathetic, warm; 8) Disorganized, careless; 9) Calm, emotionally stable; 10)
Conventional, uncreative. Among these items, the results of 5 items’ mean scores
were reversed in regard to the design of the measurement. And each normal item plus
another item that with reserved mean score together reflected the total scores on this
personality trait. For example, the personality factor Extraversion consists of two items:
item 1 Extraverted, enthusiastic, and reversed item 6, Reserved, quiet. In the
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questionnaire, a respondent rated 7 on the Extraverted, enthusiastic and 2 on
Reserved, quiet, respectively. Based on the reversed design, the actual mean score of
the trait Extraversion should be calculated like: Extraverted, enthusiastic 7 plus a
reversed Reserved, quiet score 6 (from 2 switched to 6). Finally this respondent’s
mean score on Extraversion is 6.5.
The descriptive procedure displayed univariate summary statistics for the variables
like motives, satisfactions and re-visiting intentions and calculated their mean scores
and standard deviation values. Furthermore, the One-Way ANOVA and independent
samples t-test were used to identify significant difference on event performance
ratings and overall satisfaction, and re-visiting intention on the basis of visitors’
socio-demographic background. the One-Way ANOVA procedure was conducted for
producing a one way analysis of variance for the quantitative dependent variables (for
example, 35 motivation statements) by a single independent factor variable (for
example, age, sex and educational level, etc).
The significance values (p-value) of the tests in this research are p < .05, p < .01, and
p < .001 of which p < .001 is the most significant. Results are marginally significant if
the p-value is between .05 and .10 (for example, p = .086). Results which are not
significant are larger than .10 (for example p = .34). When the F-value is very small
(lower than 1) the F-value is considered not significant (F < 1, ns).
Factor analysis was used on examining the visiting motivational subscales. Pre-tests
including the determinant of the correlation matrix, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient, a
Kaiser-Meyer-OLKIN (KMO) test of sampling adequacy and Bartlert’s test of
sphericity confirmed the factorability of the correlation coefficient. As a result of the
pre-tests, 2 items were dropped off from the original 35 motivation statements before
the factor analysis. Finally 33 motivation items were factor analyzed separately with
varimax rotation in order to delineate the underlying dimensions of these variables.
For factor analysis, a most common and reliable criterion is the use of eigenvalues in
extracting factors. In this study, all factors with eigenvalues greater that 1 were
retained because they were considered significant, while all factors with less than 1
were discarded. In addition, all items with a factor loading above 0.4 were included,
whereas all items with loading lower than 0.4 were eliminated and the remaining 34
items were factor analyzed again with a varimax rotation. A reliability coefficient
(Cronbach’s alpha) was computed for each factor. All factors with a reliability
coefficient above 0.6 were considered to be acceptable in this study. Additionally, an
investigation to the Scree Plot of motivation factors was conducted for finally
determining numbers of factors to be retained for eclipse visitors.
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Chapter 6
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
In the findings and analysis chapter, general outcomes of the on-site questionnaire
survey are being demonstrated. In order to answer the research questions, all
important variables that were defined in the theoretical section are being analyzed
and compared. First, investigations of the phenomena that can influence eclipse
motives were conducted. These phenomena include eclipse visitors' demographic
background, social background, former event experience, and personality
characteristics. Second, the significance of all eclipse motives were evaluated and
further analyzed in order to identify the underlying dimensions of these motives.
Finally, investigations of the phenomena that can be influenced by eclipse motives
were conducted. These phenomena consist of visitor’s satisfaction level and
re-visiting intention. In this chapter, each paragraph starts with a short introduction,
follows by figures and tables which describing different research results, and
supplemented by the interpretation of the information. In the end, a short summary of
the general findings and results will be presented as a conclusion of this chapter.

6.1 The Phenomena that Influence Motives
In order to identify a general profile of the visitors who attended the 2008 TSE event in
Jiayuguan region, a detailed description of visitors' social and demographic
background is demonstrated at first. The answering to these questions such as “who
have attended the event?”, “with whom those people traveled together?”, and “what
types of personality they share?” may help us to get a first outlook of the 2008 TSE
event and its visitors.

6.1.1 Demographic Background of Eclipse Visitors
Table 6.1 presents the outcomes of a univariate description which revealing the
general information of the visitors who joined the 2008 TSE event in Eclipse-City’s day
camp in Jiayuguan region. In total, the information of 93 visitors was collected. Some
missing responses emerged on those questions, such as age (85 responses), place
of residence (84 responses), and educational level (83 responses). In general, the
results reveal that visitors to the 2008 TSE event were most likely to be between the
ages of 40 to 49 years old (36%). It is interesting that the second most popular age
group of eclipse visitors was over 60 years old (21%), which is older than the third
group of 50 to 59 (19%). It reveals that the majority of eclipse visitors was at least
around middle-aged group or even older. With this age structure, the visitors' current
employment status unsurprisingly laid mostly on in full-time paid work (63%) and
retired or on a pension (15%). Eclipse visitors’ gender was dominated by males (60%)
than females (40%), and more than two-third of the visitors were holding at least a
university degree or even higher (together 71%). The result that event visitors mostly
hold relatively high educational levels was also reported from other event studies (Lee,
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2000; Welier; et al, 2004; Chang, 2006). Because an eclipse event is identified in this
research as a special event with peculiar astronomical attractions, the relatively high
educational level of eclipse visitors can be explained by the fact that the specific
interests to astronomy and eclipse observation will require individuals to have a
certain level of education to develop. Furthermore, the composition of visitors to the
event was made up dominantly by Europeans, who occupied 73 percent of the total
visitors, followed by Asians (14%) and people from the North America (8%). The
domination of European visitors is partly a result of the origin of ‘Eclipse-City’, who
was the major organizer of this event. Eclipse-City is a Germany based international
event management Company. Its European origin greatly affected the major
nationalities of the visitors in the 2008 TSE event. it was already expected before the
event that the majority of the visitors would come mostly from the West European
countries; such as Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, Swiss, Belgium and France,
etc.

Table 6.1: Demographic Profile of 2008 TSE Event Visitors in Jiayuguan (N = 93)

Variables

Frequency

Percent

Gender
Male
Female
Total

53
36
89

60
40
100

Age Group
15-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60+
Total

8
3
9
31
16
18
85

9
4
11
36
19
21
100

Employment Status
In full-time paid work
In part-time paid work
In full-time education
Full time home/child care
Retired or on a pension
Looking for work
Total

54
5
9
4
13
1
86

63
6
10
5
15
1
100

Educational Level
Primary School
Secondary school
University Degree

3
21
49

4
25
59
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PHD or higher
Total

10
83

12
100

Place of Residence
Europe
North America
Asia
Oceania
Total

61
7
12
4
84

73
8
14
5
100

6.1.2 Visitation Characteristics of Eclipse Visitors
In this part, visitation characteristics of eclipse visitors will be reported generally in
regard to with whom eclipse visitors attended the event. Besides, the number of
previous event visiting experiences is presented as supplementary information. In
Table 6.2, it is very obvious to see that the majority of visitors (80%) attended the 2008
TSE event together with other travelers. Within those accompany travelers, family
members (33%) and partner (33%) in total equally accounted for the majority of the
possibilities. The cases of joined with colleagues or friends together only accounted
for less than 15 % of the possibilities. This result suggests a potential high importance
of being together with family and friends for eclipse visitors and consequently
questions us if factor family togetherness and socialization would stimulate
significantly on their motivation for attending the 2008 TSE event. Furthermore, the
visitors who have had at least one time eclipse experience (58%) were more popular
than those first-time visitors (42%). It reveals that for some visitors, the eclipse event
has been consistently recognized as an important event to attend, rather than just a
one-time tourist product to consume. This result proves an existence of the eclipse
market in the international event industry on the one hand; and on the other hand
challenges a matter of course that tourists (event visitors) do not return to the same
destination (event) again.
Table 6.2: Visitation Characteristics of Eclipse Visitors (N = 93)

Variables

Frequency

Percent

Did you come to the 2008 TSE alone?
Yes
18
No
71
Total
89

20
80
100

With whom did you come to the 2008 TSE?
(Alone)
18
Family
29
Partner
29
Colleagues
2
Friends
11

20
33
33
2
12
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Total

89

100

Have you ever attended an eclipse event before?
Yes
No
Total

52
37
89

58
42
100

6.1.3 Visitation Differences by Visitors’ Demographic Background
A group of Chi-Square tests were conducted In order to investigate the significant
differences within eclipse visitors on basis of their varied visitation characteristics. As
already presented, the gender population to the 2008 TSE event was dominated by
male visitors than female visitors, and most of the visitors attended the event together
with other accompany travelers. With this result, which gender was dominating the
single visitors became an important issue to further understand eclipse visitors. As
shown in Table 6.3, the non-single visitors to the 2008 TSE event were almost equally
distributed between the male (36) and female (35) visitors. Within the in total 18 single
visitors, there was however only one female visitor compared to 17 male visitors.
Indeed, the single travelers accounted for 32% of the total male visitors, while only 3%
of female visitors joined the event alone. A Chi-Square test helped us to further
confirm that the gender distribution of the single visitors in the event was significantly
dominated by male than female. It showed that the difference between those visitors
was highly significant, Χ2 (1) = 11.41, p < .001.
Table 6.3: Did You Come to the 2008 TSE Alone? * Sex Cross tabulation
Sex
Male

Did you come to the
2008 TSE event alone?
Total

Female

Total

Yes

17

32%

1

3%

18

No

36

68%

35

97%

71

53

100%

36

100%

89

Moreover, when we look further to the composition of the accompany visitors between
the male and female visitors, it is very obvious that the cases of being together with
family members or partner were comparably more popular for female visitors, while
the cases of being together with colleagues or friends occurred more often within male
visitors. As shown in Table 6.4, the percentage of female visitors who joined the event
together with their families and partner (54% and 44%) was greater than the
percentage of those male visitors (21% and 24%). By contrast, the percentage of
male visitors who joined to the event together with colleagues or friends (in total 23%)
was significantly greater than that of female visitors (together only made up 3%) who
joined to the event with colleagues or friends. Indeed, a Chi-square test showed that
this percentage difference was significant, Χ2 (4) = 23.18, p < .001. This finding shows
that male and female visitors differ significantly with respect to the company they
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visited the eclipse event with. Thus, it is possible to assume that the family factor was
more significant to female visitors for attending the 2008 TSE event while the social
factor was more important for male visitors. This gender difference of travel behaviors
was found also in another tourism studies. For instance, Nozawa (1994) stated as "the
women’s needs for travel overseas are more frequently diversified than male travelers
especially depending on their stages of life (i.e., whether single, married, with or
without children)." Therefore, a further validation needs to be conducted by examining
the motivational differences of these factors between male and female visitors.

Table 6.4: With Whom Did You Come to the 2008 TSE? * Sex Cross Tabulation
Sex

With whom did
you come to the
2008 TSE?

Alone
Family
Partner
Colleagues
Friends

Total

Male
17
32%
11
21%
13
24%
2
4%
10
19%
53
100%

Female
1
3%
18
50%
16
44%
0
0%
1
3%
36
100%

Total
18
29
29
2
11
89

Even though the number of male visitors was proved to be greater than the number of
female visitors, in order to know if this result is a consistent fact for eclipse events, a
comparison of the gender difference between visitors with and without previous
eclipse event experiences was additionally conducted. Table 6.5 shows that 70% of
the male visitors had already visited an eclipse event before the visiting to the 2008
TSE event; by contrast 58% of the total female visitors had no previous eclipse event
experience at that time. A Chi-square test again showed that this difference was
significant, Χ2 (1) = 6.99, p < .01.

Table 6.5: Have You Attended An Eclipse Event Before? * Sex Cross Tabulation
Sex
Male

Have you attended an
eclipse event before?
Total

Female

Total

Yes

37

70%

15

42%

52

No

16

30%

21

58%

37

53

100%

36

100%

89

Till here, a significant gender difference within the 2008 TSE event visitors has been
steadily established. This difference between male and female visitors reflected not
only on the total number of visitors, but also on their varied visitation characteristics. In
regard to visiting the 2008 TSE event, male visitors appeared to have more
independent visiting behaviors than female visitors, and these behaviors were more
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consistently concentrated on eclipse events participation. By contrast, female visitors
appeared to be more influenced by other factors besides an eclipse event itself than
male visitors. Factor as being together with family appeared to be more important for
female visitors than male visitors. Therefore, further comparisons of this difference in
regard to eclipse event motives and satisfaction will become an important direction in
this study.

6.1.4 Personality Background of Eclipse Visitors
In this master research, eclipse visitors’ personality characteristic was also collected
as one of the important background information during the on-site survey. A very brief
measure of the Big-Five personality domains which suggested by Gosling; et al (2003)
was used as the instrument to identify the personality traits of visitors to the 2008 TSE
event. Table 6.6 demonstrates the mean scores of eclipse visitors' personality traits
and a comparison of these results with the general reference data (see Appendix V).
As shown in Table 6.6, only the average scores of all ethnic groups and white
respondents were compared with eclipse visitors' results. It is due to the major
nationalities of the 2008 TSE event visitors were from Europe and so that eclipse
visitors were assumed to be most likely as "White".
In general, eclipse visitors showed their greater mean scores on personality traits
Conscientiousness (5.61) and Emotional Stability (5.15) than both white samples and
all ethnic groups in regard to Gosling; et al’s (2003) data. In contrast, eclipse visitors
had lower scores on traits Extraversion and Agreeableness, and almost the same
scores on trait Openness to experiences. The comparably high levels on personality
traits Conscientiousness (5.61) and Emotional Stability (5.15) reveal that the visitors
to the 2008 TSE event tended to have a higher responsible personality and more
stable emotionality.

Table 6.6: Comparison between the Eclipse Visitors’ Data and the Normative
Data for the Ten-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI)
Ethnicity

E

All Ethnicities
Mean
Std. Deviation

(N = 1813)

White
Mean
Std. Deviation

(N = 1126)

Eclipse Samples
Mean
Std. Deviation

(N = 89)

A

C

ES

O

4.44 5.23 5.40 4.83 5.38
1.45 1.11 1.32 1.42 1.07
4.56 5.26 5.47 4.85 5.43
1.48 1.12 1.13 1.45 1.06

4.38 4.66 5.61 5.15 5.38
1.24 1.06 0.99 1.10 0.98

Note: Respondents utilized a seven-point Likert-type scale to indicate the level of agreement
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or disagreement about each personality statement ranging from 1= strongly disagree, 2 =
moderately disagree, 3 = slightly disagree 4 = neutral, 5 = slightly agree, 6 = moderately agree
to 7 = strongly agree.
E: Extraversion; A: Agreeableness; C: Conscientiousness; ES: Emotional Stability; O:
Openness to experiences

6.2 The Motives for Attending an Eclipse Event
After the general description of visitors to the 2008 TSE event, the identification of
important motives for attending this event will be presented in this paragraph. A
descriptive analysis of the 35 motivation statements for attending the 2008 TSE event
was first conducted. The arithmetic mean scores of the statements are presented in
Table 6.7. Furthermore, a factor analysis was computed to identify the underlying
motivation dimensions of these eclipse motives (see Table 6.8). Four motivation
factors finally appeared and in total accounted for 59.74% of the overall variance in all
motivation statements. These four factors were labeled as (1) Family Togetherness,
(2) Escape and Exploration, (3) Eclipse Socialization, and (4) Cultural Novelty. With
this result, significant relations between motivation factors and eclipse visitors'
social-demographic information were finally examined.

6.2.1 Top Motives for Attending the 2008 TSE Event
Table 6.7 represents the 35 motivation statements for attending the 2008 TSE event
which are listed in the order of their mean scores from high to low (not the order listed
in the questionnaire). The overall mean scores ranged from the highest 4.22 to the
lowest 2.47 and with an average score of 3.43 which is above the neutral level. In total,
two statements had mean scores which are higher than 4 (above agree), 29
statements had mean scores in excess of 3 (above neutral) which accounted for the
majority (83%) of the total responses, and six statements had relatively low mean
scores (lower than 3) which accounted for 17% of the total result. The two highest
rated statements were “I want to enjoy the unique atmosphere here” and “enjoy
experiencing culture in its unique environment”. Each of them held a high mean score
of 4.22 and 4.18 respectively. These two statements also held the lowest standard
deviation scores (0.79 and 0.75), comparing to the average level of 1.12 for all
statements. It reveals that these two statements were mostly agreed by the visitors to
the 2008 TSE event, and the opinions were not dramatically different. Statements
included “I like to increase my knowledge of Chinese culture”, “I want there to be a
sense of discovery”, “I want to explore new things”, “It involves looking at things I have
not seen before” were also holding high mean scores as slightly lower than 4. The
high ratings of these statements also emerged from other event studies (Crompton
and McKay, 1997; Weiler; et al, 2004; Chang, 2005) which reveal the universal
importance of the motives about event novelty and cultural exploration for attending
special events and festivals. Supplemented by “I am curious about eclipse astronomy
and astrology”, all above statements indeed reveal the fact that the uniqueness of the
2008 TSE event strongly affected on the visitor’s motivation. For the statement about
eclipse astronomy, it is necessary to notice that over one-third of the visitors (30.1%)
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erased “astrology” out of the response in the original questionnaire. Remarks like
“astronomy yes, but astrology no.” (Event visitor, 2008) may explain some parts of the
reason that why this statement was only rated as the seventh important for eclipse
visitors but not higher. For eclipse visitors, “astronomy” and “astrology” as two
independent concepts were strongly distinguished.
Furthermore, most of the statements with keywords such as “people” and “friends”
were rated fairly important, and all with mean scores between 3 and 4. All statements
about factor family were rated slightly above 3 (neutral), except one statement as “I
want to bring family closer together” (2.91). The fact that all these statements were
also with high standard deviation scores can be explained by the influence of eclipse
visitors' different social backgrounds. In the end, three statements which derived from
dimension Recover Equilibrium were rated as the most disagreeable motives, and
certainly with the lowest mean scores which as all lower than 3 (neutral). These three
items consisted of “I want to relieve stress”, “I want to relieve boredom”, and “I want to
reduce built-up tension, anxieties and frustrations”. In regard to the seeking and
escaping dimensions of leisure motivation (Iso-Ahola, 1982), the relatively negative
opinions of eclipse visitors on statements which about “recover” and “escape” indeed
support the finding that in regard to special event motivation, the seeking force
performs more dominated than the escaping force.
To conclude, even though not all motivation statements used in this study were rated
as important by eclipse visitors, the structure of the 35 motivation statements can be
generally considered suitable in this eclipse event motivation studies. Indeed, these
uneven results can better reveal the different significance of these motives for
attending the eclipse events. With this result, a further identification of the underlying
dimensions of these eclipse motives will be implemented with a factor analysis and
showed in the next paragraph.

Table 6.7: Mean Scores of the Motives for Attending the 2008 TSE Event

Motivation Statements
I want to enjoy the unique
atmosphere here
I enjoy experiencing culture
in its unique environment
I want to increase my
knowledge of Chinese
culture

Mean

Std.
Dev

Motivation Statements

4.22

0.79

I enjoy special events

4.18

0.75

I want to change from my
routine life

3.98

0.97

I like to watch eclipse with
people I am familiar with

Mean

Std.

3.39

Dev
1.27

3.39

1.19

3.35

1.09

3.30

1.15

0.88

I like to be with and observe
the other people who are
attending
I think my family will enjoy it

3.29

1.25

1.15

I want to help my family to
learn more new things

3.22

1.20

I want there to be a sense of
discovery

3.97

0.93

I want to explore new things

3.94

It involves looking at things I
have not seen before

3.92
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I am curious about eclipse
astronomy and astrology*

3.89

1.12

I want to experience
something together with my
family

3.17

1.24

I like to be with people who
enjoy the same things I do

3.85

0.85

I want to have rest and be
relaxed

3.07

1.15

3.83

0.97

3.05

1.29

3.77

0.92

3.04

1.33

3.73

0.92

3.03

1.18

3.69

0.99

2.98

1.41

3.68

1.10

2.91

1.36

3.62

1.09

2.85

1.32

3.61

1.08

2.75

1.33

I like to do something the
family could do together

3.59

1.07

2.54

1.26

I seek adventure

3.45

2.47

1.26

I like to be with friends
I like to meet new people
I like to meet people from all
over the world
I like to be with people who
are enjoying themselves
I want to experience food,
drinks, folk arts that is
different from those in my
own environment
I like to share my experience
and knowledge of eclipse
with other people
I like to go to special cultural
event

I want to spend time with my
family
I don't like watch eclipse
alone
I like unpredictable things
I want to celebrate
something together with my
family
I want to bring family closer
together
I sometimes like to do things
on vacation that are little
frightening
I want to relieve stress
I want to relieve boredom

1.21

I want to reduce built-up
tension, anxieties and
frustrations

I enjoy thrills and
3.39
1.17
excitements
Note: Respondents (N = 93) utilized a five-point Likert-type scale to indicate the level of
agreement or disagreement about each motivational statement for attending the 2008 TSE
event, ranging from 1= strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neutral, 4=agree, to 5= strongly
agree.
*30% of the respondents erased astrology from the statement and rated only on astronomy.

6.2.2 Factor Analysis of the Motives for Attending the 2008 TSE Event
In order to identify the underlying dimensions of eclipse event motivation, a principal
factor analysis with a varimax rotation was undertaken with the eclipse visitors' ratings
of the 35 motivation statements. Pre-elimination of the statements was conducted in
regard to the output of an R-Matrix with the correlation coefficients and the
significance values. One statement was eliminated before running the factor analysis,
because it did not correlate with any other statements or very few (the majority of the
significance values were greater than 0.05). This statement was “I am curious about
eclipse astronomy and astrology”. As the reason mentioned above, the elimination of
the first statement about eclipse astronomy and astrology was considered necessary
indeed due to the defect of the question design. When answering to this question,
over 30% of the respondents erased astrology from the original statement and rated
only on their curiosity on astronomy. What happens here is that the measurement that
combined astronomy and astrology in one statement is not stable across eclipse
visitors, and therefore not valid.
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After the elimination of the first statement, a factor analysis of the remaining 34
motivation statements was conducted with a varimax rotation. In relation to the
reliability of the new scale, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
(KMO = 0.848) was great according to Kaiser’s criterion (1974) and Bartlett’s test of
sphericity was significant (p < .001). As a result, the factor model was deemed to be
satisfactory. A pre-determined cut-off program was used to reserve only factors with
eigenvalues higher than 1.0 and factor loadings greater than 0.4. Consequently, eight
factors were generated and explained together 74.2% of the total variance. However,
the layout of the eight factors was hard to interpret meaningfully according to the
original hypothesis of the eclipse motivation framework. For instance, the factor 8
consisted of only one item which did not correlate with any other items within this
factor. Thus, this factor can not be considered as a valuable aggregation of correlated
motivation items. Moreover, the factor 7 consisted of two items, but one of the items
appeared also on other two factors with almost equally factor loadings of greater than
0.4. Thus this item had to be also ignored then made the factor 7 again only included
one single item.
Therefore, due to the illegibility of the first generated eight factors, the decision to
remain the numbers of factor has to be made by further looking to the Scree Plot
which produced also by the SPSS program (see Appendix VI). The looking to the
Srcee Plot for remaining factors was also suggested according to Kaiser's (1974)
criterion that if they are less than 30 variables and communality after extraction are
greater than 0.7 or if the sample size exceeds 250 and the average communality is
greater than 0.6 then retain all factors with eigenvalues higher than 1.0. In this
research, neither were the variables (34 statements) less than 30 nor was the sample
size (93 respondents) greater than 250. As shown on the Scree Plot, the curve begins
to tail off after five factors before a stable plateau is reached. Here we could probably
justify retaining four factors from the original result. Therefore a factor analysis of the
34 statements but with extraction of only four factors was conducted again. Finally, the
34 motivation statements were factorized into four underlying dimensions and each of
them stands with a better significance. As demonstrated in Table 6.8, these four
factors were labeled as (1) Family Togetherness, (2) Escape and Exploration, (3)
Eclipse Socialization, and (4) Cultural Novelty. These four factors in total accounted
for 59.74% of the overall variance in visitors' motivation statements before rotation. All
factors had the eigenvalues greater than 1.0 and factor loadings greater than 0.4. The
relatively high factor loadings indicated a reasonably high correlation between the
delineated factors and their individual items. And in case an item appeared
simultaneously on more than one single factor with factor loadings greater than 0.4,
this item was reserved only provided that the difference of its loadings between the
major factor and the side factor was greater than 0.2.
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Table 6.8: The 2008 TSE Event Motivation Dimensions

Motivation Factors and Items

Factor

Eigen

Loading

Value

Factor 1: Family Togetherness
I want to spend time with my family
I want to celebrate something together with
my family
I want to experience something together
with my family
I want to bring family closer together
I want to help my family to learn more new
things
I think my family will enjoy it

alpha)

13.32

39.16

0.96

3.00

8.81

0.88

2.17

6.39

0.79

1.83

5.37

0.65

0.85
0.81
0.72
0.71

0.73

I want to relieve boredom

0.71

I like unpredictable things

0.71

I seek adventure

0.67

I sometimes like to do things on vacation
that are little frightening
I like to meet new people

0.56

I like to meet people from all over the world

0.56

I enjoy special events

0.51

0.63

Factor 3: Eclipse Socialization
0.78
0.73
0.63
0.60
0.55

Factor 4: Cultural Novelty
I enjoy experiencing culture in its unique
environment
I want to increase my knowledge of Chinese
culture
I want to experience food, drinks, folk arts
that is different from those in my own
environment
It involves looking at things I have not seen
before
I want to enjoy the unique atmosphere here

(%)

Coefficient
(Cronbach’s

0.85

I want to relieve stress

I like to be with and observe the other
people who are attending

Explained

Reliability

0.88

Factor 2: Escape and Exploration

I like to be with people who enjoy the same
things I do
I like to watch eclipse with people I am
familiar with
I like to share my experience and knowledge
of eclipse with other people
I like to be with friends

Variance

0.81
0.73
0.64
0.46
0.44
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Factor 1(Cronbach’s alpha 0.96) consists of six motivation items, which accounted for
39.16% of the total variance and loads mainly on items relating to Family
Togetherness. This factor represents a dimension of eclipse visitors’ motivation with
respect to pursuing family activities during a special event. This factor can be also
found in some previous event studies (Crompton and McKay, 1997; Lee, 1999; Weiler;
et al, 2004; Chang, 2005; Schofield and Thompson, 2007). However, the result of
Family Togetherness emerged as the first factor in terms of variance explanation is
different from that of previous studies, in which Cultural Exploration was normally
identified as the first factor (Crompton & McKay, 1997; Lee, 2000; Weiler; et al, 2004;
Schofield and Thompson, 2007). In fact, the appearance of the factor Family
Togetherness has been already evidenced earlier in this chapter, since almost two
third of the eclipse visitors attended the event together with their partner or other
family members. Thus visiting the event with partner or other family members
appeared here as an important travel behavior for eclipse visitors, and indeed
accounted for an important portion in their motives.
The second factor Escape and Exploration is composed of eight items, which
explained 8.81% of the variance and with a reliability coefficient of 0.88. The label of
this factor is slightly different from the design of the hypothesized framework where
Escape (Recover Equilibrium) and Exploration (Cultural Exploration) stand
independently as two factors. In fact, all eight items of factor Escape and Exploration
were aggregated from three hypothesized motivation dimensions, which consist of
Event Novelty, Recover Equilibrium and External Socialization. This factor represents
the motives as to escape from an existing home environment and to explore and
interact in a new cultural/social environment. Therefore, the uniqueness of an eclipse
event provides not only an opportunity for its visitors to experience things that are
fresh in their routine life, but also a particular environment for them to explore new
cultures and to communicate with new people. Furthermore, it is remarkable that the
External Socialization also did not appear independently as a motivation factor for
eclipse visitors. Identified as the factor represents motives to interact with unfamiliar
individuals, External Socialization has been reported consistently as an underlying
factor in other event studies (Crompton & McKay, 1997; Lee, 2000, Weiler; et al,
2004). However, if we review the fact that the majority of the 2008 TSE event visitors
attended the event as very intimate groups (with partner or other family members),
plus eclipse observation itself normally requires an more equable and concentrated
environment to enjoy, the absence of External Socialization as an independent
motivation factor for eclipse visitors therefore become understandable.
The third factor Eclipse Socialization is composed of five items, which explained
6.39% of the total variance and with a reliability coefficient of 0.79. The title
‘socialization’ finally appears here; however with a specific focus to eclipse event. This
factor represents the motives of eclipse visitors to interact with people who have the
similar interests as eclipse observation. It reveals that to interact with other people
beside families would appear as an underlying motivation dimension for eclipse
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visitors, only if that interaction was generally about eclipse or eclipse observation. In
contrast, general socialization did not appear distinctly for eclipse visitors and did not
stand as an independent motivation factor. Actually, the motives of general
socialization have been partly grouped into the second factor as Escape and
Exploration, in which these motives were defined as to interact with the new
environment.
Finally, the fourth factor Cultural Novelty consists of another five items, which
explained 5.37% of the total variance and with a reliability coefficient of 0.65. This
factor generally represents eclipse visitors’ desire to experience the cultural curiosity
and adventure in the 2008 TSE event. The cultural factor of the 2008 TSE event was
found differently from what was commonly identified as Cultural Exploration in
previous studies (Crompton & McKay, 1997; Lee, 2000, Weiler; et al, 2004; Schofield
and Thompson, 2007). As normally concluded as the first factor that stimulate people
to attend a special event, Cultural Exploration did not appeared as an independent
motivation dimension for eclipse visitors. By contrast, the cultural importance
emerged in company with the event novelty, and together constituted a new
motivation dimension as Cultural Novelty for eclipse visitors. It explains that the
curiosity to attend an eclipse event can be strongly intensified by expecting the event
is going to be held in a unique cultural environment. Therefore, for the 2008 TSE
event visitors, the fascination of China and additionally the Silk Road together would
strongly stimulate their motivation to witness a total solar eclipse around by this
unique cultural environment.
In conclusion, although the order and component of the four motivation factors are
slightly different from the six motivation dimensions which originally identified in the
theoretical framework, these factors are considered eligible for eclipse event studies.
These factors can be also compared to those appeared in the previous studies in
regard to different event characteristics (Crompton and McKay, 1997; Lee, 2000,
Weiler; et al, 2004; Chang, 2005; Schofield and Thompson, 2007). Therefore, this
result indeed implies that the festival motivation scale which originally designed by
Crompton and McKay (1997) for a cultural festival is generally applicable to
implementing in an eclipse event study.

6.2.3 Motivational Differences among the 2008 TSE Event Visitors
In the previous section, we have identified four underlying dimensions that may
represent eclipse visitors’ motivation for attending the 2008 TSE event. Followed with
this result, motivational differences among eclipse visitors were further examined,
according to their varied social-demographic information. In order to investigate how
significantly each dimension might represent eclipse visitors’ motivation, the mean
scores of each dimension were first calculated by summarizing the results of the each
dimension’s representing statements.
As shown in Table 6.9, the most important motivation for visiting the 2008 TSE event
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was Cultural Novelty, which held the highest mean score as 4.00 and the lowest
standard deviation as 0.623. As defined as the desire to experience the uniqueness of
an event in a special cultural environment, the high importance of Cultural Novelty
reveals that the uniqueness of the eclipse event plus the attraction of surrounding
Chinese cultural environment together stimulated significantly on visitors’ motivation
for attending the 2008 TSE event in China. The second and the third important
motivation, in terms of their respective mean scores of 3.56 and 3.19 were Eclipse
Socialization and Escape and Exploration. As defined above, each of them represents
the motives of interaction to the outside environment within / without eclipse
observation. Factor Eclipse Socialization indeed supports Crompton’s (1979)
assertion that trip motivation can be people rather than place orientated; and its
importance as motivation factor for festivals and events is not surprising given that
large numbers of people with a common interest are gathered together. Finally, the
least important motivation for visiting the 2008 TSE event was Family Togetherness,
which associated with desires in enhancing family and kinship relationships (M = 3.11).
Comparing to the difference as being the first factor in terms of explained variance
from the results of factor analysis, what can be interpreted here is that the motives of
enhancing family relationships significantly affected eclipse visitors’ travel behaviors
(as attending the event with partner or other family members); however did not
represent an important motivation dimension for attending the 2008 TSE event.

Table 6.9: Mean Scores of Four Eclipse Motivation Dimensions

Cultural Novelty

N
93

Mean
4.00

Std. Deviation
0.623

Eclipse Socialization

93

3.56

0.776

Escape and Exploration

93

3.19

0.877

Family Togetherness

93

3.11

1.171

In general, motivational differences did not appear obviously in regard to eclipse
visitors’ varied demographic information. Even though some differences existed
among a few demographic variables, general significance was not found. With this
result, it cannot validate one hypothesis that was raised earlier in this chapter, which
the motivations of Family Togetherness and Socialization were significantly related to
the gender effects of eclipse visitors. As shown in the previous results, the number of
female visitors who attended the event together with their family was greater than that
of those male visitors, whereas the number of male visitors who joined the event with
friends was greater than that of those female visitors. Thus, it was assumed that the
family factor might be more significant to female visitors while the social factor was
more important for male visitors. However, an ANOVA test has not found any
significance of these differences between male and female visitors. Therefore, this
hypothesis was rejected that gender effects existed significantly within visitors’
motivations in regard to family togetherness and socialization.
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By contrast, motivational differences emerged significantly when the comparison was
conducted on basis of visitors’ visitation characteristics. For example, a group of
ANOVA tests showed several statistical differences among three motivation factors in
regard to single and group visitors. These factors included Family Togetherness,
Escape and Exploration and Eclipse Socialization. As shown in Table 6.10, visitors
came with family members obviously reflected their strongest motivation (M = 4.06)
than other visitors to the factor Family Togetherness. It reveals that even though
Family Togetherness did not appear as an important motivation for all eclipse visitors
(general mean score = 3.11), it was highly important for those visitors who attended
the event with their family members. In another word, the importance of Family
Togetherness only appeared significantly when the visitors chose to attend the event
with their family members. Furthermore, visitors attended with colleagues showed
equally their strong motivation (M = 4.00) on factor Escape and Exploration and factor
Eclipse Socialization. Next to visitors attended with colleagues, those visitors joined
with friends also showed their strong motivations of the factor Eclipse Socialization (M
= 3.87).

Table 6.10: Motivational Differences between Single and Group Visitors
Motivation Dimensions

Single

Family

Partner

Colleagues

Friends

Sig.

Family Togetherness

2.91

4.06

2.54

3.67

2.58

0.00

Escape and Exploration

3.34

3.59

2.63

4.00

3.31

0.00

Eclipse Socialization

3.46

3.86

3.23

4.00

3.87

0.01

Cultural Novelty

4.03

4.12

3.89

4.20

4.00

0.69

Finally, motivational differences by eclipse visitors’ personality backgrounds were
additionally examined in this study. In order to investigate in what level that eclipse
visitors’ personality characteristics were related to their motivation for attending the
2008 TSE event, a bivariate correlation test was conducted between the four
motivation factors and five personality traits. In general, significant relations were not
found between these two variables, so that the personality backgrounds of visitors
cannot be considered as an important variable for influencing eclipse motives. In fact,
only three relations emerged as significant from the result. They are personality
Extraversion and motivation Escape and Exploration, (r = 0.27, p < .05); personality
Extraversion and motivation Eclipse Socialization, (r = 0.31, p < .01), and personality
Conscientiousness and motivation Cultural Novelty, (r = 0.24, p < .05). For instance,
the first relation reveals that the more extroverts the eclipse visitors were, the more
they were strongly motivated by the motivation of exploration and socialization. By
contrast, the more conscientious they were, the more they were motivated by
motivation of cultural novelty. One interesting finding can be described here is that
despite of a very broad personality measurement that this study used for testing
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eclipse visitors, there are still some relations have been found between the
personality traits and the motivation dimensions of this very specific group of
travelers.

6.3 The Phenomena that are Influenced by Motives
In the end, two major variables that are influenced by eclipse motives were analyzed,
to completely answer the research questions that were focused in the theoretical
framework. One is eclipse visitors’ satisfaction level after attending the event; another
is visitors’ event re-visiting intention. First, eclipse visitors’ levels of satisfaction on
basis of several event components (e.g., cultural experience, time spent with friends,
etc), plus their overall event satisfaction were investigated. Then, the levels of
re-visiting intentions were also examined with three focuses. They are “to the next
eclipse event”, “to Jiayuguan region” and “to other places in China”. Finally, important
relations between the four eclipse motivation dimensions and these two variables,
plus other important findings in this chapter were presented.

6.3.1 Event Satisfaction and Re-Visiting Intention
A descriptive result of eclipse visitors’ event satisfaction level and their intention of
re-visiting are presented in Table 6.11. In according to the satisfaction level, nine
statements were structured in advance with focuses to several aspects of the visiting
to the 2008 TSE event respectively. The design of these statements was strongly
related to the original structure of the eclipse motives, in which six motivation
dimensions were hypothesized. For example, satisfaction of the time the visitors spent
with new people was in related to the motivation dimension of Known-Group
Socialization; and satisfaction of the uniqueness of the experience was in according to
the motivation dimension of Event Novelty. Furthermore, visitors’ intentions of event
re-visiting were collected in regard to three dimensions. In addition to asking the
intention of returning to the next eclipse event, the design of evaluating how likely
visitors will re-visit the event destination (as Jiayuguan region) and the event
surrounding environment (as other places in China) may help us to identify if these
two factor will also strongly influence visitors to return to the same event.
As shown in Table 6.11, the only two satisfaction statements which with mean scores
as over 4 were about the Uniqueness of the Experience (M = 4.54) and Event
Atmosphere (M = 4.24). Over 60% of the visitors rated strongly agree on the
statement that “I feel satisfied with the uniqueness of the experience.” This result
shows that the unique experience of viewing a total solar eclipse most strongly
satisfied the event visitors. Other statements that are in related to Cultural Authenticity,
Time with New People, Time with Family and Friends, and Organization of
Eclipse-City were all rated by eclipse visitors with mean scores as above 3.5. The
majority of the answers are on Agree. For example, 54.5% and 62.6% of the visitors
rated 4 (4 = Agree in the questionnaire) on the satisfaction about the event cultural
authenticity and their time spent with new people. Satisfaction about food and drinks
stands on the bottom of the list and with a lowest mean score of 3.38. Overall, 60% of
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the eclipse visitors felt satisfied with their visiting to the event and almost 30% of them
felt very satisfied. Dissatisfaction rate was extremely low and accounted for only 3.3%
of the total responses (strongly unsatisfied rate was zero). Also, the deviation score of
the overall satisfaction rate was very low as only 0.7. Together all these positive
values finally made the mean score of the overall satisfaction reached as high as 4.12
for the attending of the 2008 TSE event.
On the other hand, to re-visit another eclipse event was rated as the most favorite
intention by eclipse visitors and held a mean score of 3.82. Over 35% of the visitors
showed their strong likelihood to visit another eclipse event when it occurs. Around
just 10% of the responses were negative and only 3.3 % of those were very unlikely.
The intention to re-visit other places in China was also rated as quite positive and held
a mean score of 3.71. In total 44% of the eclipse visitors agreed on the intention that
they would like to come back to visit China for another time. However, the physical
location of the 2008 TSE event is proved to be excluded from eclipse visitors’ future
destinations. To re-visit Jiayuguan region was rated with both a low mean score of
2.76 and a low standard deviation of 0.96. The majority of visitors (46.2%) rated only
as neutral on this intention and even 13.2% of the responses were strongly negative.

Table 6.11: Satisfaction and Re-visiting Intention Ratings for the 2008 TSE Event
(N = 93)

(1) Satisfaction with…

SD(%) D(%)

N(%)

A(%)

SA(%)

Mean

Std.
Dev

Uniqueness of the
Experience

1.1

1.1

1.1

36.3

60.4

4.54

0.69

-

2.2

12.1

45.1

40.7

4.24

0.75

2.3

5.7

19.3

54.5

18.2

3.81

0.88

-

5.5

20.9

62.6

11.0

3.79

0.71

Friends

6.0

1.2

34.5

35.7

22.6

3.68

1.03

Organization of EC

3.3

11.0

24.2

46.2

15.4

3.59

0.99

Activities

5.6

10.0

28.9

45.6

10.0

3.44

1.00

Food and Drinks

5.5

14.3

29.7

37.4

13.2

3.38

1.06

-

3.3

8.9

60.0

27.8

4.12

0.70

Another eclipse event

3.3

7.7

27.5

26.4

35.2

3.82

1.10

Other places in China

4.4

9.9

18.7

44.0

23.1

3.71

1.61

Jiayuguan region

13.2

19.8

46.2

19.8

1.1

2.76

0.96

Event Atmosphere
Cultural Authenticity
Time with New People
Time with Family and

Surrounding Cultural

Overall Satisfaction

(2) Intention of Re-visiting…

Note: Respondents (N = 93) utilized a five-point Likert-type scale to indicate the levels of
satisfaction and re-visiting intention after attending the 2008 TSE event. SD = strongly
disagree, D = disagree, N = neutral, A =agree, to SA = strongly agree.
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6.3.2 Significant Differences by Four Eclipse Motivation Dimensions
Eclipse visitors’ satisfaction and re-visiting intention variance, based on four eclipse
event motivation dimensions are shown in Table 6.12. In general, significant relations
were found from all motivation variables and with respect to several important
satisfaction dimensions and re-visiting intentions. Table 6.12 shows that almost all
satisfaction statements with respect to event uniqueness and cultural experience
were related to motivation factor Cultural Novelty. Satisfaction about time with family
and friends were correlated with all four factors, but correlated most significantly with
factor Family Togetherness and Eclipse Socialization. Likewise, these two factors
affected also on the visitors’ satisfaction level of the event organizer’s (Eclipse-City)
performance. And finally, eclipse visitors’ overall satisfaction was related to the factor
of Eclipse Socialization and Cultural Novelty. On the other hand, eclipse visitors’
re-visiting intentions were strongly related to the first two factors as Family
Togetherness and Escape and Exploration. These relations were with only respect to
re-visit another event and re-visit Jiayuguan region. Intention to re-visit other places in
China did not correlate with any motivation factors as shown in the result.
Table 6.12: Satisfaction and Re-visiting Intention Differences by Eclipse
Motivation Dimensions

Satisfaction Dimensions
Re-visit Intentions:

/

the uniqueness of the
experience
the event atmosphere
the surrounding cultural
activities
the authenticity of the cultural
experience
the time with my family and
friends
the time with some new people
the organization by Eclipse-City
food and drinks
overall satisfaction
re-visit another eclipse event
re-visit Jiayuguan region
re-visit other places in China

Factor 1:

Factor 2:

Factor 3:

Factor 4:

Family

Escape and

Eclipse

Cultural

Togetherness

Exploration

Socialization

Novelty

—

—

—

3.35*

—

—

—

4.46**

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

3.81**

13.61***

3.48*

3.88**

3.09*

—
5.09**
—

—
—
—

—
5.42***
—

—
—
—

—

—

2.76*

4.15**

3.29*
3.40*
—

3.31*
5.80***
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

Note: Figures represent the outcomes from one-way analysis of variance.
*Significant at p < .05 level; **Significant at p < .01 level; ***Significant at p < .001 level

By further investigating to the relations between the event satisfactions and eclipse
motivation dimensions, several interesting trends just appeared. As first shown in
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Figure 6.1, there are three lines in different colors that represent how those
satisfaction aspects were related to motivation factor Cultural Novelty. Each line is
demonstrating the relation that how visitors’ satisfaction on event uniqueness and
cultural experience were varied according to the different motivation levels of factor
Cultural Novelty. By Figure 6.1, it is not difficult to see that all three lines start at a
position where motivation is relative high while satisfaction is relative low. Then as the
motivation scores decrease, the satisfaction level starts to increase to the middle level
as disagree or neutral. And when the motivation scores rebound to the higher levels,
the satisfaction levels also continue to increase and finally end up at strongly agree.
This three-“V”s in Figure 6.1 expose that for those visitors attended the 2008 TSE
event, the more strong motivation of Cultural Novelty they had, the more distinctive
satisfaction levels they held. In contrast, the visitors who were moderately motivated
by the factor Cultural Novelty tended to have the same more moderate satisfaction
levels to the event. A group of correlation tests showed that these relations with factor
Cultural Novelty are significant. For satisfaction the uniqueness of experience, r =
0.21, p < .05; for satisfaction the event atmosphere, r = 0.21, p < .05; for satisfaction
the authenticity of the cultural experience, r = 0.35, p < .01.

Satisfaction difference by factor Cultural Novelty (I feel satisfied with…)

Mean scores on Factor Cultural Novelty

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2

the uniqueness of
experience

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

4.4

2.4

2.8

3.9

4.08

4.7

3.53

3.92

4.16

3.68

3.75

4

4.02

the event atmosphere
the authenticity of the
cultural experience

3.8

Figure 6.1: Satisfaction Differences by Factor Cultural Novelty
By contrast, visitors’ satisfaction about time spent with family and friends and
Eclipse-City’s organization were significantly related to the motivation factor Family
Togetherness, and together reflected a different relationship with this factor. As shown
in Figure 6.2, both lines are obviously indicating a positive relationship between the
two satisfaction levels and the motivation factor. For example, eclipse visitors showed
their lowest satisfaction level on the time they spent with family and friends when they
were not strongly motivated by the factor of Family Togetherness (M = 1.50). However,
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as the more strongly motivated by this factor the visitors were, the more satisfied with
the time they spent with family and friends they felt. This trend reveals that when
visitors have the strong motives of enhancing family kinship for attending an eclipse
event, it becomes also more likely that they are satisfied with the time they spend with
families during the event; vice versa. Two correlation tests showed that these relations
with factor Family Togetherness are significant. For satisfaction the time that I spent
with my family and friends, r = 0.63, p < .001; for satisfaction the organization of EC, r
= 0.41, p < .001.

Mean scores on Family Togetherness

Satisfaction difference by factor Family Togetherness (I feel satisfied
with…)
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

the time that I spent w ith my
family and friends

1.50

1.67

2.63

3.59

4.00

the organization by EclipseCity

2.17

2.48

2.74

3.20

4.10

Figure 6.2: Satisfaction Differences by Factor Family Togetherness
Finally, one significant relationship was found between two re-visiting intentions and
the motivation factor Escape and Exploration. Figure 6.3 shows that even there is a
slight fluctuation on the line of re-visiting Jiayuguan region, a general positive
relationship appeared between these two intentions and factor Escape and
Exploration. Therefore it can be interpreted that the more strongly the visitors were
motivated by the factor Escape and Exploration, the more likely that they intended to
re-visit another eclipse event or the Jiayuguan region. Two correlation tests indeed
showed that these relations with factor Escape and Exploration are significant. For
intention re-visit another eclipse event, r = 0.34, p < .01; for intention re-visit
Jiayuguan region, r = 0.22, p < .05.
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Re-visiting intention by factor Escape and Exploration (I intent to…)
5.0

Mean Scores on
factor Escape and Exploration

4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

re-visit another eclipse
event

2.96

2.52

2.94

3.21

3.56

re-visit Jiayuguan region

3.13

2.45

3.51

3.22

3.88

Figure 6. 3: Re-Visiting Intention Differences by Factor Escape and Exploration
6.3.3 Predicting Repeat Visitation by the Event Overall Satisfaction
As discussed in the early stage of this research, there has been an argument in
special event studies that if a satisfactory event experience is sufficient to generate
also a positive intention to visit the same event again. Gandhi-Arora and N. Shaw
(2000) found that satisfaction is somewhat positively related to interest in attending
the same event, and the intention to actually visit the event again. If this positive
relationship applies also to the 2008 TSE event visitors is the question needs to be
answered here.
As shown in Figure 6.4, a strong positive relationship appeared obviously between
visitors’ overall satisfaction level and their intention to re-visit another eclipse event.
As started at neutral, in general the more satisfied with the 2008 TSE event, the more
likely those visitors intended to re-visit another eclipse event in the future. For
example, when eclipse visitors felt neither satisfied nor unsatisfied with the event,
their level of re-visiting intention showed similarly as 3 which means neutral; and when
visitors felt strongly satisfied with the event, their level of re-visiting intention reached
above 4 which means strongly likely. This result indicates that if visitors will have a
positive intention to re-visit another event is strongly related to the level of satisfaction
they have for attending the current eclipse event (r = 0.38, p < .001).
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Level of Intention

5
4
3
2
1
0
neutral

satisfied

strongly satisfied

Overall Satisfaction
Figure 6.4: Relationship between Visitors’ Overall Satisfaction and Re-visiting
Intention to another Eclipse Event
6.3.4 Other Important Findings in the Phenomena that are Influenced by Motives
There are some other significant differences in visitors’ satisfaction levels and re-visit
intentions have been found in this study. First, satisfaction differences were found on
two event aspects in regard to visitors’ social backgrounds (Table 6.13). On average,
those visitors who attended the event together with other travelers showed higher
satisfaction level on the time they spent with family and friends than that of single
visitors. Furthermore, those visitors who attended with family rated highest on the
satisfaction of “time with family and friends” (M = 4.41), in contrast single visitors rated
highest on the satisfaction of “the time with new people” (M = 4.06) among all visitors.
Table 6.13: Satisfaction Differences on “Time with Family and Friends” and
“Time with Some New People” by Visitor’s Social Backgrounds
With whom you
came to the 2008
TSE event

Mean Scores on
Time with Family and Friends

Mean Scores on
Time with New People

Alone

3.06

4.06

Family

4.41

3.76

Partner

3.71

3.69

Colleagues

4.00

4.00

Friends

2.73

3.82

Total

3.70

3.81

Furthermore, different intention levels of re-visiting to another eclipse event were
showed in Table 6.14 on basis of visitors’ former event experiences. One significant
difference was found between eclipse visitors with and without the previous
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experience of attending the eclipse event. On average, visitors with previous
experiences (M = 4.12) showed higher intentions than first-time visitors (M = 3.49) to
re-visit another eclipse event in the future. Indeed an ANOVA test showed that this
difference is significant, F (1, 87) = 7.70, p < .01.

Table 6.14: Difference of Re-visiting Intention by Visitors’ Previous Eclipse
Experience
Have you ever attended an
eclipse event before?
Yes
No
Total

Mean
4.12
3.49
3.85

Std. Deviation
1.078
1.017
1.093

N
52
37
89

6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, general research findings and analysis have been presented with
focuses to three event motivation components. They are the variables that can
influence the event visiting motivation; the motives for attending the 2008 TSE event,
and the variables that can be influenced by the motivation.
The first result of this study is the visitation profile of the visitors who attended the
2008 TSE event in China. In general, the majority of eclipse visitors were above
middle-aged and more likely to hold a high educational level. Most of these visitors
attended the event together with some other travelers as families and friends, and
more than half of them had already watched an eclipse before. Furthermore, as the
fact that there were more male visitors than female visitors at the 2008 TSE event,
similarly the visitation characteristics of these visitors were also different on basis of
the gender. For example, almost all female visitors attended the event together with
their partner or families; in contrast over one third of the male visitors decided to
attend alone. Finally, the examination of personality characteristics of eclipse visitors
revealed that those visitors tend to have a high responsible personality and a more
stable emotionality. It shows that the more extroverts the eclipse visitors are, the more
they are strongly motivated by the motivation of exploration and socialization. By
contrast, the more conscientious they are, the more they are motivated by motivation
of cultural novelty. Therefore, this is a good example that general personality traits
become manifest in very specific leisure activities, such as total solar eclipse event
visiting.
The second result of this study is the four motivation dimensions for attending an
eclipse event. With a factor analysis of the original event visiting motives, four
underlying factors finally emerged. These factors were labeled as Family
Togetherness, Escape and Exploration, Eclipse Socialization, and Cultural Novelty.
These four factors are deemed to be valid in this study for representing eclipse
motives, even though their order and component are slightly different from the original
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theoretical framework. Within these factors, Cultural Novelty appeared as the most
important motivation for eclipse visitors, which indeed approve that “Culture” is
consistently a central theme stimulating visitors to attend special events and festivals,
and the surrounding cultural uniqueness of an event can also strongly enhance
visitors’ motivation of attending. On the other hand, the appearance of factor Family
Togetherness reveals that this factor is important to explain motivational variance
across eclipse event visitors. Both motivational and satisfaction differences were
found significantly related to if the visitors attended the event with their family
members. Factor Escape and Exploration explains the desires of visitors to escape
from an existing home environment and to explore a new cultural/social environment.
Motivation of general socialization was not found significant for eclipse visitors;
however interaction with people who share the same interests on eclipse observation
appeared important for them (factor Eclipse Socialization).
The third result of this study is about eclipse visitors’ satisfaction level and their
re-visiting intention. On average, visitors were satisfied with their experiences at the
2008 TSE event and felt especially satisfied with the unique experience and
atmosphere of the event. Visitors showed a high intention to re-visit another eclipse
event but a low intention to return to the same event location. The major findings in
regard to satisfaction differences are that those visitors who had strong motivation of
cultural novelty tended to have a more extreme satisfaction level on their cultural
experience during the event; by contrast the more strongly motivated by the factor
Family Togetherness they were, the more satisfied with the time they spent with family
and friends they felt. Finally a positive relationship between the overall satisfaction
and intention of event re-visiting was also found in this study.
In conclusion, the chapter of findings and analysis demonstrated the general results of
the 2008 TSE event in regard to three dimensions. The profile of eclipse visitors, the
significant motives and the underlying motivation dimensions for visiting the event and
eclipse visitors’ satisfaction level and re-visiting intention. These results will lead us to
the conclusive stage of this study, in which the final research conclusion and
implication are going to be demonstrated.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION
As stated before in the research question chapter, the purpose of this study was to
create understandings of solar eclipse event participation, through establishing a
general profile of eclipse visitors, identifying the motivation dimensions for the event
visiting, and examining the event satisfaction level and re-visiting intention. In this
regard, this study investigated an eclipse event that was organized by ‘Eclipse-City’ in
Jiayuguan region, China (the 2008 TSE event), which was recognized as a major
event of the total solar eclipse observation in 2008.
The significance of event and festival studies was highlighted by Schofield and
Thompson (2007) as, “Festival must be planned and managed effectively to maximize
the benefits for a tourist destination in terms of image enhancement, economic
spin-off and cultural enrichment; an understanding of visitor motivation, satisfaction,
behavioral intention and the variables that influence them are critical success factors
in this process.” This study firstly implemented an on-site questionnaire survey which
consists of 35 motivation statements for attending the 2008 TSE event, and then
classified these statements into four motivation dimensions. Eclipse visitors’
satisfaction level and re-visiting intention were also examined in regard to different
event aspects. The social and demographic background, plus their personality
characterizes were further collected as important information of eclipse visitors in this
study. Finally, all above information were investigated together in order to identify
whether some inherent relationships existed. For instance, how eclipse visitors’
satisfaction level was related to their event-visiting motivations and how these
motivations varied across eclipse visitors in regard to their different visitation
characteristics.
In this final chapter, general research questions are being answered by discussing
significant findings of the study and three major research questions are being
concentrated as “Who come to visit an eclipse event”, “Why people come to visit an
eclipse event”, and “How people evaluate the visiting of an eclipse Event“. In the end,
research implications and reflections are presented as the final section of this master
study. This section demonstrates several points which could be improved in the
current study and some potential fields that can be significant to investigate for other
eclipse event studies in the future.

7.1 Who Come to Visit an Eclipse Event?
In order to answer who are those people come to visit an eclipse event, the general
description of 2008 TSE event visitors, which has been presented in the findings and
analysis chapter is being further demonstrated here. In this study, the information of
visitors who attended the 2008 TSE event in Jiayuguan region includes three
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fundamental components; their social-demographic
characteristics, and personality traits.

background,

visitation

In general, the eclipse visitors were most likely to be upper middle-aged, male
travelers, who have a higher educational degree and with a higher responsible
personality. Interestingly, the eclipse event did not seem to strongly attract the young
travelers to attend. The fact that events and festivals may attract people differently
across different age groups has been reported consistently as an important finding in
previous event studies. For example, Chang (2005) recorded that almost two-third of
the visitors who attended to an aboriginal cultural festival were under 35 years old,
and students made up a big portion of them. By contrast, Light (1996) reported that a
historical re-enactments event at a heritage site did not attract those tourists within
age-groups of the elderly (> 50) and the young (< 30). However, the findings from
Weiler; et al’s (2004) study indicated another result that the visitors who attended a
wine festival in Australia were more likely to be slightly older. Together, it is very
obvious to recognize that the average ages of all above event visitors, plus that of
eclipse visitors, are dramatically different from one to another. Therefore, it is
reasonable to conclude that people within different age groups intend to be attracted
differently according to the diverse theme of events and festivals. In regard to eclipse
events, those people who are supposed to be attracted the most or called ‘the target
group’, is above middle-aged travelers. With this result, a successful eclipse event
may concern particularly to the needs of middle-aged visitors; for instance, design an
easier event program with less energy consuming activities and provide more
comfortable resting and catering facilities. Both ideas are concerning that those
middle-aged travelers may have both higher event service expectations and more
budgets to spend during the visiting of an event.
Beside mostly belong to the over middle-aged group, one visitation characteristic of
eclipse visitors appeared also significantly important in this study; as during the 2008
TSE event, most of visitors attended the event with their partner or other family
members. It reveals that the eclipse event may have a greater appeal to couples and
family groups than single travelers. Eventually, the desire of improving family kinships
(factor Family Togetherness) has been identified in this study as an independent
motivation dimension for visiting an eclipse event. Even though compared with other
factors, Family Togetherness did not affect eclipse visitors as the most significant
motivation for attending the event; being together with families still stood as a very
important event-visiting behavior for eclipse visitors. This special behavior can be also
partly explained by the average age scales of eclipse visitors, because of having a
family is supposed to be the mainstream of the life stages for middle-aged people.
Therefore, some special programs which are particularly appeal to family visitors are
suggested to be designed during an eclipse event. In order to allow family visitors to
enjoy the eclipse as a group and to have better opportunity to interact with each other,
entertainment facilities or special cultural activities may be provided additionally
during an eclipse event. In this respect, a successful eclipse event should be not only
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identified or evaluated as a perfect observation of the total solar eclipse, but rather an
excited family celebration during a unique astronomical event.
Furthermore, despite of the gender differences did not appear significantly related to
visitors’ varied event motivations, male and female visitors reflected strong differences
on choosing accompany travelers for attending the eclipse event. As already reported
in the findings and analysis chapter, attending the event with family members was
comparably more popular for female visitors; while being with colleagues or friends
occurred almost only within male visitors. It is interesting to investigate whether this
difference can be also found within other event visitors; and more importantly, to
examine if this difference will affect male and female visitors to have dissimilar
event-visiting motivations.

7.2 Why People Come to Visit an Eclipse Event?
To understand eclipse visitors’ motivation, indeed, to identify the underlying motivation
dimensions for attending an eclipse event has been focused as the primary research
objective of this study. In this regard, a factor analysis of the 35 motivation items was
implemented and further generated four underlying dimensions. These dimensions
were labeled as Family Togetherness, Escape and Exploration, Eclipse Socialization,
and Cultural Novelty. All four dimensions have been also reported by other event and
festival studies, even though some of them were slightly different in dimension labels
and components. The findings imply that those motivation items and scales measured
in other events and festivals could be also applicable to eclipse events.
The findings revealed that Cultural Novelty, among other motivation dimensions, was
the most important factor for stimulating visitors to attend an eclipse event. Even
though was labeled differently from Cultural Exploration as a motivation dimension,
this cultural factor has been consistently highlighted in other event studies, and
thereby proves the importance of this factor in regard to event-visiting motivation. The
appearance of this dimension for eclipse visitors supports on the one hand, “culture” is
always being a central theme for international events and festivals; and on the other
hand, “novelty” affects significantly on visitors’ motivation for attending a special event.
Additionally, the combination of “culture” and “novelty” indeed claim that not only the
desire to experience an event can be stimulated by the event uniqueness, but also the
event curiosity can be enhanced strongly by that the event is surrounded by a unique
cultural environment. In this respect, the 2008 TSE event in Jiayuguan region was
being considered as more attractive, not only because of eclipse’s uniqueness, but
due to that it could be witnessed in an excited cultural environment (as in the Gobi
Desert and along the Silk Road). Furthermore, the fact that Novelty factor in this study
was not found statistically different between first-time and repeat visitors does not
adequately verify what Scott (1996) has found in his previous findings, in which the
novelty was indicated to become weaken in regard to a previously visited destination.
This result may explain again that why it is important for eclipse visitors to combine
their motivation of “culture” and “novelty” together. As discussed earlier, one particular
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character of the eclipse event that is different from some other events and festivals is
its always varied event destination. This character can be partly compared to the
every four years Olympic Games or the World Cup soccer championship. Therefore,
even though an observation of eclipse is more or less the same from one time to
another, the experience of an eclipse event will be never completely alike. In this
respect, the weaken novelty of a “visited” eclipse event can be strongly improved by
its “unvisited” surrounding environment, and indeed consistently attract visitors to
come back.
As same as in many studies (Crompton and McKay, 1997; Lee, 1999; Weiler; et al,
2004; Chang, 2005; Schofield and Thompson, 2007), Family Togetherness emerged
again in this study as an underlying dimension for event visiting motivation. However,
the family factor did not appear as the most important dimension for stimulating
visitors to attend the event, even though it held the highest percentage of the
explained factor variance from the factor analysis. Nevertheless, the majority of
visitors who attended the 2008 TSE event were together with their families; and
indeed those family visitors, reflected their strongest motivation on the dimension
Family Togetherness compared to other event visitors. It reveals that the dimension
Family Togetherness did not appear as an important motivation across all eclipse
event visitors; however, it influenced significantly on the motivation of those visitors
who chose attending with families as their preferable travel fashion to the event.
Socialization, the desire and willingness to meet with people from beyond the normal
circle of acquaintance and to extend social contacts (Schofield and Thompson, 2007)
emerged in this study again as a motivation dimension for eclipse visitors. It may be
partly resulted by the fact that the research sample of this study was completely drawn
from people who travel in a group (organized trip). This character might indicate that
those people have a previous willingness to socialize during the event.
Furthermore, different from distinguished as “External” and “Known-group”
socialization, eclipse visitors’ motivation reflected a particular focus to the eclipse and
eclipse observation. It revealed that the motivation to interact with other people beside
families would appear as different across eclipse visitors, especially when the
interaction was about eclipse relevant. In fact, the definition of factor Eclipse
Socialization in this study can be partly compared to the definition of factor
Know-group Socialization in previous studies. The latter represents the desire to
interact with familiar people, and the former represents the desire to interact with the
people who do the familiar things. Thereby, eclipse visitors’ desire of interaction is one
level more specific than that of general interaction, and indeed focuses to eclipse and
eclipse observation. Moreover, the results of motivational differences showed that
those visitors who traveled to the event with friends exhibited strong motives
associated with Eclipse Socialization than other visitors. Compared to the different
results that family visitors had, a conclusion was finally made here as the motivation
for attending an eclipse event would differ across those visitors who attended the
event within different social groups.
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Finally, factor Escape and Exploration appeared as another underlying motivation
dimension for eclipse visitors. It revealed that although both dimensions of the
seeking and escaping forces were represented within eclipse visitors, it was “seeking”
rather than “escaping” preformed more dominated in regard to eclipse event
motivation. This result was compatible with Crompton and McKay’s (1997) findings in
Fiesta festival. For eclipse visitors, all items in related to the original factor Recover
Equilibrium was measured with low mean scores, indicating the “escaping”
component was less central to the eclipse motivation; while the factor Cultural Novelty
was evaluated by eclipse visitors as the most important motivation, emphasizing its
dominant role for attending the 2008 TSE event. Furthermore, festivals (events) have
been generally classified as a subset of tourism by conventional wisdom (Getz, 1991);
however were later being regarded as recreation rather tourism offerings by Crompton
and McKay (1997), due to the dominance of the seeking forces in their study. The fact
that the visitors to the 2008 TSE event were mostly foreign travelers is different from a
conventional status that visitors to most festivals and events are overwhelmingly local.
For most of international visitors, an attending to the 2008 TSE event must include
some tourism activities as a compulsory event component, besides conducting the
recreational activity as total solar eclipse observation. In this regard, there is a need to
further identify whether eclipse events should be classified as more tourism offerings
or rather recreation when the profile of visitors is varied from more international to
more local.
In general, motivational differences were found less significant across eclipse visitors’
varied demographic information than with respect to their different visitation
characteristics. For example, although the gender difference appeared strongly
relevant to the people who eclipse visitors came together with, it was not found as
significant regarding to the motivation dimensions of Family Togetherness and
Eclipse Socialization. Therefore, it requires further studies to identify the importance
of gender in regard to distinguishing eclipse motivations between male and female
visitors. On the other hand, eclipse visitors’ social characteristics were found
significantly related to their motivations for attending the event. The result proved that
those eclipse visitors who attended with their families appeared stronger motivation
on factor Family Togetherness; by contrast those visitors who attended with friends
showed higher motivation on factor Socialization and Exploration. Therefore,
attending with different social groups appeared as an important variable that is
strongly related to the different motivations for attending the eclipse event. In this
regard, there is a need of future studies to compare whether visitors’ different
visitation characteristics will generally correlate with/hang together with visitor’s
motives for attending special events. From a practical perspective, emphasis could be
placed on certain aspects of the event when targeting particular event visitors. For
example, the event organizer could stimulate visitors’ motivation of Family
Togetherness by offering a more family oriented event program, whereas the desire to
socialize with others could be encouraged by providing possibilities of
communications with other group travelers.
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7.3 How People Evaluate the Visiting of an Eclipse Event?
On average, most of visitors were satisfied with their experiences at the 2008 TSE
event and felt especially satisfied with the unique experience and atmosphere of the
event. Moreover, visitors showed a high intention to re-visit another eclipse event but
a low intention of returning to the same event destination.
Firstly, it is interesting to notice that several eclipse satisfactions appeared strongly
related to eclipse visitors’ different underlying motivation dimensions. For example,
Cultural Novelty was the only motivation dimension appeared significantly hang
together with eclipse visitors’ satisfaction levels. It concluded again that “culture” is the
central theme of eclipse events, similarly as in other international events. Furthermore,
the results revealed that those visitors, who showed strong desires to enhance family
kinship and ties (Family Togetherness), were also more satisfied about the time they
spent with families during the event. Indeed, a positive relationship between these two
variables demonstrated that the more strongly motivated by motivation Family
Togetherness, the more satisfied with the time spent with family members.
On the other hand, the findings showed that the majority of visitors who attended the
2008 TSE event indented strongly to re-visit another eclipse event, which was
compatible with the result that over 50% of those visitors had already attended an
eclipse event before 2008. Therefore, eclipse observation can be considered as a
major event to consistently participate for a certain group of individuals, and those
“loyal” visitors may account for a great portion of eclipse event visitors. In order to
define customers as “truly loyal”, Day (1969) suggested the identification of their both
covert attitude and overt behavior. It means a loyal customer must hold a favorable
attitude toward the brand in addition to repeatedly purchasing it. Importantly, a further
examine made in this study showed that the visitors with previous experiences had
also higher re-visiting intentions than first-time visitors, and the more satisfied the
visitors were, the higher intention they had. Therefore, a clear combination of both the
covert attitude and overt behavior has been found across eclipse visitors in this study.
For those visitors who have had a repeatedly purchasing behavior (have attended an
eclipse event before), again reflected their more favorable attitude toward the product
(felt satisfied with the event), and finally showed their positive intention to repurchase
this product again (intended to re-visit another eclipse event). In this regard, both the
previous behavior and current attitude are suggested in this study as strong indicators
of eclipse event visitors’ future repurchasing intention.

7.4 General Implications
Even though the research items and scales that used in this study have been proved
to be applicable for understanding eclipse event and eclipse visitors, there is a need
for further testing and refinement of the research instrument in order to develop a
methodology and set of instruments suitable for measuring the motives of visitors in
events about peculiar natural phenomena. Methodological extensions of the current
study might include further delineation of some of the demographic variables, using
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other components of visitor background such as annual household income and
marital status. Especially, more variables related to visitors’ social groups, such as the
size of visitor group or the position in a visitor group can be additionally tested, in
order to identify their relationships with the motivation and satisfaction for attending
the eclipse events. Furthermore, qualitative techniques such as in-depth interviews
and focus groups might be utilized to triangulate the underlying motives for eclipse
event participation. This would enable more in-depth exploration of an individual’s
reasons for attendance at an eclipse event, more so than what could be measured in
implementing a purely quantitative approach. For instance, an additional in-depth
interview to those visitors who erased “astrology” out of the questionnaire items might
help us to better explore why a distinguishment between “astrology” and “astronomy”
appeared significantly for their motives for attending the event. And it will be very
interesting to test if a motivation statement which includes only the curiosity of eclipse
astronomy will be evaluated as more important than the results we have had in this
study.
On the other hand, a more comprehensive measurement to eclipse visitors’
personality backgrounds might help us to better understand eclipse visitors as a
specific group of individuals who hold special personality characteristics. A Big-Five
instrument which used in this study might be too brief to examine eclipse visitors’
personality traits, and additional comparison between eclipse visitors’ personality and
those of other travelers / event visitors may explain some underlying relations
between personality traits and special event-visiting behaviors. Furthermore,
regression analyses can be implemented in the future studies for identifying the
significant predictors of event satisfaction and repeat visiting intention. Which
motivation factors may significantly predict eclipse visitors’ overall satisfaction and in
what extend these factors may influence the satisfaction are all interesting questions
for further understanding event visitors and event participation.
In conclusion, there is certainly a scope for further research on motivation and
satisfaction for attending a unique natural event, and such research will build on the
current study’s theoretical, methodological and practical contributions to both the
eclipse event participation and the international event and festival industry.
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Appendix VI: Scree Plot from Factor Analysis
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